The Lisa Whisler/Liz Fedesna ticket in the primary election after bowing out in mid-July, preliminary since July.

Perot said. Still, even though Perot once had support rivaling that of Bush and Clinton, recent polls show him a distant third. A national tracking poll by Cable News Network and USA Today released on Thursday gave Perot only 7 percent support.

Declaring his candidacy in the final month of the campaign after baring out in mid-July, Perot plunged back into the presidential race on Thursday, setting up a three-way struggle with President Bush and Bill Clinton. He said the major parties haven’t tackled the nation’s major economic problems but “we can fix anything.”

Russia trip shows faculty fellow that ‘think-tank’ lacks solutions

By JOHN LUCAS

Boris Yeltsin’s Russia is sinking down in a sea of economic, social and political problems that threaten to slow the process of arms reduction, visiting Faculty Fellow David Cortwright told an audience at the Hesburgh Institute for Peace Studies.

“The exuberant promises of last year have come upon hard realities… the outlook is not particularly promising,” Cortwright said.

Having returned from his seventh trip to Russia, Cortwright provided fresh insight on the current situation in the troubled country. Hosted by Mikhail Gorbatchev’s Foundation for International Studies in Moscow, Cortwright was able both to meet with government officials and to discuss the future of Russia with foundation staffs.

A little night light

The scene of the Golden Dome and “Stonehenge” is highlighted by the light trail of a plane overhead. Recent warmth has made the nights comfortable on campus.

Trusted hear report about Catholic teaching, research

By BECKY BARNES

Assistant News Editor

The Student Affairs Committee of the Board of Trustees will express its support for establishing a “Center for Excellence in Teaching” at Notre Dame, as the result of a Student Government presentation to the committee Thursday, “Upholding the Mission: Teaching and Research at a National Catholic University.”

Such a center "should provide services and programs for faculty at all levels, but especially for new faculty and graduate students," said the report. The “Upholding the Mission” presentation, prepared by the Student Government Standing Committee for Undergraduate Education, follows last year’s “Back to Basics” report to the Board. It draws on several other faculty and University reports, and focuses on common themes of improving the quality of teaching, academic life, and undergraduate education.

The goal of the report is to "reaffirm that students are still concerned, to keep the issues of “gates.” The committee wanted to highlight “issues where there is a concrete debate,” said Student Body President Greg Butrus.

The committee of trustees showed the most support for establishing a “Center for Excellence in Teaching” at Notre Dame, as the result of a Student Government presentation to the committee Thursday, “Upholding the Mission: Teaching and Research at a National Catholic University.”
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**INSIDE COLUMN**

Our culture perpetuates faulty core values

Most of us never realize the significance of our actions. Simple gestures such as a hand shake are based on a social construction that has been passed on and relearned by subsequent generations. In turn, our actions through a process endowing actions with symbolic meaning, are passed on and relearned by subsequent generations. Unfortunately, because we so often fail to realize the deeper meaning of an act or an action, we also fail to realize when our cultural practices perpetuate beliefs based on faulty core values.

One such practice, Notre Dame football, has reached the end of its effectiveness as a social construct. The negatives generated by this money-making machine outweigh the positives. First, we must understand the pervasiveness and penetrating effects of not realizing the deeper meaning of an act or an action, in order to find out on what core values it is built.

For instance, many people value Notre Dame football because they can become a part of a greater collective which represents power and dominance, as well as the more specific competitive nature of the University itself. But these values are linked to competitiveness and materialism-two values which are in turn linked to selfishness and greed.

These values are not at all associated, however, with our more fundamental and natural core values of justice and compassion. The competition and maximization of material wealth inherent in Notre Dame football exclude it from such a value structure.

The real tragedy in holding Notre Dame football as a value we hold, is we cannot reason to ground in order to find out on what core values it is based.

Morales's attorney has conceded that Lisa died at home. But he has argued that there is no evidence of a murder or who did it. Her husband's attorney has said there is no evidence of a death. Mrs. Morales' attorney has conceded that Lisa died at home. But he has argued that there is no evidence of a murder or who did it. Her husband's attorney has said that since Lisa's body has never been found, there is no evidence of a death.

**WEATHER REPORT**

Forecast for noon, Friday, October 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>High</th>
<th>Low</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Chicago</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>58</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Detroit</td>
<td>70</td>
<td>56</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Los Angeles</td>
<td>68</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>52</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**WEATHER FORECAST**

Sunny with highs in the 70s. Cool tonight with lows around 50.

**TODAY AT A GLANCE**

**WORLD**

**Fischer and Spassky play 13th game**

**Exorcism proves fatal**

**NATIONAL**

**Exorcism proves fatal**

**SANTA ANA, Calif. — A couple obsessed with trying to rid their 5-year-old daughter of demons drowned her in a bathtub during an attempted exorcism and buried her on a Mexican beach, a prosecutor says. Marcos Escamilla Morales, 56, and his wife, Beatriz Irene Morales, 47, are charged with the November 1978 murder of their daughter, Lisa. "They constantly excluded it from such a value structure.**

**OF INTEREST**

**A Spanish Mass** will be held Sunday at 10:30 a.m. in the Breen-Phillips Chapel. The celebrant will be Father Richard Wilkinson and the Mass is sponsored by Campus Ministry and HAO.

**Wrestling coaching opportunity is available.** Anyone interested in coaching grade school students in a wrestling program at St. Matthews grade school please contact Doug Block at 291-1526 or Mary Niebokalski at 233-9760.

**MARKET UPDATE**

**YESTERDAY'S TRADING** October 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOLUME IN SHARES</th>
<th>NYSE INDEX</th>
<th>S&amp;P COMPOSITE</th>
<th>DOW JONES INDUSTRIALS</th>
<th>GOLD</th>
<th>SILVER</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>224,172,680</td>
<td>-0.40 to -0.50</td>
<td>+1.00 to +1.47</td>
<td>+0.60 to 229.46</td>
<td>+50.40 to $147.80</td>
<td>+60.90 to +3.75</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CAMPUS**

**Guest recital to be held on Sunday**

**Sorin talent show will benefit charity**

**OF INTEREST**

**Logan Center Volunteers, meet at 3:45 p.m. at the P.W. circle for van pick-up if you want to go bowling.**

**An Alcoholics Anonymous meeting will be held tomorrow at 9:30 a.m., as well as every home-game Saturday morning in the multipurpose room of the Center for Social Concerns.**

**THE OBSERVER**

The Observer (USPS 592 2-400) is published Monday through Friday except during exam and vacation periods. The Observer is a member of the Associated Press. All reproduction rights are reserved.
You're so SMOOOTH...

Thank you for a wonderful year

Amy Lynn Chadwell!!!

Folk choir to present sacred music tonight

Special to The Observer

The University of Notre Dame Folk Choir will present a concert of sacred music tonight at 7 p.m. in the Holy Cross Brother's Center on the Holy Cross College campus.

The concert, intended to raise money for the Holy Cross Family Catholic Worker House in South Bend, will feature an ensemble of singers and instrumentalists. A collection for the house will be taken during the choir's performance.

The arrangements of sacred music to be performed will include four-part choral harmonies, flute and strings, guitar, Irish harp and Irish drum.


Earlier this year, the choir toured Ireland. Holy Family Catholic Worker House was founded in 1987 by a small group of Catholic laypeople. Under the direction of Sister Suzanne Patterson, it offers hospitality to homeless families and women in the personal tradition of the Catholic Worker movement.

Students enjoy the abnormally warm weather yesterday by the Evans Memorial Crossroads Fountain.

Enjoy it while it lasts

You can enjoy the game! GRAPES & CLEVELAND 272-1922

Marigold Market

Tailgate Picnics

Cheeses & Pastes

DESSERTS

Let us prepare your tailgate picnic so you can enjoy the game!

BRUNO'S PIZZA

Made from scratch

Italian Pizza and Pasta

288-3320

Welcome ND Parents!

GO ND!! BEAT STANFORD!!

HANS HAUS

1005 & Michigan - South Bend 2 953-6523

The South Side's Finest

Eating and Drinking

Establishment

Before and after the game, the new owners welcome you to Old World German atmosphere.

Meeting and Banquet

Facilities Available

Early results of Angolan elections in

LUANDA, Angola (AP) — President Jose Eduardo dos Santos enjoyed a powerful lead over former rebel leader Jonas Savimbi in early returns Thursday from Angola's first democratic elections.

The early returns — up to 5 percent of the vote in 10 out of 18 provinces — showed the ruling Popular Movement for the Liberation of Angola, or MPLA, winning 67 percent of the legislative ballots, and dos Santos with 66 percent in the presidential election.

The National Union for the Total Independence of Angola, the U.S.-backed rebel group, turned-opposition party, had 25.6 percent, according to the returns. Its leader, Savimbi, had 27.6 percent of the presidential vote.

A spokesman for the opposition party, known by its initials UNITA, claimed the early results were unrepresentative of voting patterns across the vast southern African nation.

"We're getting positive results for UNITA in all parts of Angola," said Jorge Valentin. But Valentin said he had no complaints about the voting process.

Angolans waited nervously for the results, which could take a week to count, wondering whether the loser would react with violence.

The two parties fought a bitter, 16-year civil war that killed at least 500,000 people and devastated the once-prosperous former Portuguese colony before a truce was declared in May 1991.

The MPLA was supported by Cuban troops and Soviet arms. As the conflict escalated into a Cold War conflict, the United States sent arms, and South Africa sent soldiers to back Savimbi's rebels.

The results from the National Electoral Council will be subject to a recount if requested by one of the 18 parties participating in the election.

None of the smaller parties gained more than 2 percent in the preliminary tally. The first official results came 12 hours later than expected as officials painstakingly counted the paper ballots.
I For My Part Declare To You, You Are “Rock,” And On This Rock I Will Build My Church, And The Jaws Of Death Shall Not Prevail Against It. I Will Entrust To You The Keys Of The Kingdom Of Heaven. Whatever You Declare Bound On Earth Shall Be Bound In Heaven.
Matthew 16:18-19

No One May, In Good Conscience, Support A Candidate For Political Office Who Favors Abortion Or The Funding Of Abortion.

The Sacred Congregation For The Doctrine Of The Faith 1978
Russia launches privatization
Vouchers give citizens a chance at ownership

MOSCOW (AP) — The Russian government on Thursday began distributing vouchers that will give its 184 million citizens a chance to become capitalists by taking ownership of state companies built during seven decades of communism.

The privatization program, the centerpiece of President Boris Yeltsin’s economic reforms, is an experiment on an unprecedented scale to transform a centralized economy into a free market. Critics have accused the president of selling off state property won’t begin before Dec. 1; the certificates are valid from Dec. 1, 1992, to Dec. 31, 1993. Russia’s valuable assets, however, remain off-limits to investors.

Vouchers give its 148 million citizens a chance to become capitalists by giving them a face value of 10,000 rubles, or about twice the average monthly salary. They presented a bewildering array of options to a people taught that private ownership meant exploitation. Many Russians, perplexed and suspicious, were expected to sell their vouchers instead of becoming investors.

“Tumarkin, his press officer, told the government for betraying the country. “From all signs, his personal feeling is that he won’t change his position,” Tumarkin said outside the courtroom.

The program will open up more than 6,000 state-owned shops, factories and other businesses to private investors who can buy into them at auctions with vouchers and rubles.

Despite a government advertising blitz, the program was immediately beset by confusion over how to get the “privatization vouchers,” how to use them, what companies would become available, and when they would be put on the auction block. It was too early to predict its success or failure.

In the meantime, the government hopes people will band together and pool their vouchers to purchase small stores or obtain shares in mutual funds that invest in large businesses. The off of state property won’t begin before Dec. 1; the certificates are valid from Dec. 1, 1992, to Dec. 31, 1993.

Russia’s most valuable assets, however, remain off-limits to investors. The privatization plan excludes municipal property, as well as nuclear power plants, many state refineries, factories, pipelines, and vast mineral resources and forests, which will remain under state control.

The vouchers are not legal tender and cannot be used to buy land.

Many large enterprises have been spared for now, and others — such as a large limousine factory — were taken private before the vouchers were issued.

Sarajevo residents share horror of ‘cleansing’

SARAJEVO, Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) — They made Fadil Dedic, knifed him to the waist, and shoved a pistol in his mouth. They threatened Enver Dzelilovic’s mother with a knife and kicked Jozefina Gliha when she tried to prevent her daughter from being abducted by Serb forces.

Muslim and Croat residents of a Serb-controlled section of Sarajevo told harrowing tales Thursday of four months of occupation by Serb militia and a sudden sweep to “cleanse” the area of non-Serbs.

Relatively safe, seated in a central Sarajevo school with their few belongings, each said they had stories to tell of Serb neighbors who helped them — and in some cases may have saved their lives.

The sudden move to clear Grbavica, a neighborhood across the Miljacka River from the center of Sarajevo, could be connected to nascent moves to find a negotiated settlement in the siege of Sarajevo and six months of warfare throughout Bosnia.

By evicting all non-Serbs from the area, Serb Bosnian forces could more easily lay claim to keeping it as a bargaining chip or a toehold in Sarajevo, a multi-ethnic city of 400,000 residents.

Government officials said the recent spate of “ethnic cleans ing” created 550 refugees. The refugees said they had 15 minutes to pack up and leave their apartments. They were harassed, but agreed there was little violence.

However, they said able-bodied men of fighting age were not allowed to leave. No one knows what happened to them, but Bosnian government soldiers stationed across the Miljacka River said they heard screams until early Thursday morning.

The number of detained men was not known but appeared to be scores. One of the refugees, Enver Dzelilovic, said 56 people came out with his group but about 30 men were left behind.

Gorbachev is ordered to testify about Party

MOSCOW (AP) — The Constitutional Court on Thursday issued a new demand for Mikhail Gorbachev to testify in a trial on the fate of the banned Communist Party. The court said it will use all means envisaged in the Constitution and laws to ensure that the hearings comply, the court said, it will take ow nership of state sine factory — were taken private before the vouchers were issued.
FIRESIDE CHATS
MULTICULTURAL FALL FESTIVAL
OCTOBER 5TH-9TH, 12:00-1:00pm

MONDAY
Mr. Paul Reese, AARP
Ms. Molly Toole
Aging in America

TUESDAY
Prof. Ava Collins
Multiculturalism and the Media

WEDNESDAY
Prof. Khalil Matta
The Middle East Peace Process

THURSDAY
Fr. Tom McDermott
The Cultures of East Africa

FRIDAY
Ms. Rosemary Haughton
Homelessness: Song in a Strange Land

FREE LUNCH INCLUDED
British, German relations take a dive along with the pound

LONDON (AP) — The slide of the British pound has brought Britain's relations with Germany along for the ride. The dispute between the two free-market champions of Europe has roused ghosts of World War II. The rhetoric had sharpened to such a point Thursday that Prime Minister John Major urged a cooling-off period.

"I think it is time to draw a line under this war of words," said Major, the current president of the 12-nation European Community, after the latest diplomatic confrontation.

"I think it is time to draw a line under this war of words," said Major, the current president of the 12-nation European Community, after the latest diplomatic confrontation.

In a challenge to burgeoning anti-European sentiment in his divided Conservative Party, Major also pledged to submit to Parliament by early next year a bill to ratify a treaty on closer union of the European Community.

The principal strain between Germany and Britain is money — specifically the pound's downturn and Germany's refusal to cut interest rates further.

British anger is often laced with references to Nazis, in what many see as a disturbing revival of historic animosities.
the formation of the teaching center. Board members praised the recommendations for their emphasis on improving the teachers already here.

"There isn't enough money here to tell students that they are going to be taught by a secondary professor," said the trustee. Because of this lack of professors, many departments have graduate students teaching classes, students who do not have any teaching experience.

"It's very difficult for graduate students to come in and teach a class without having any idea how to teach a class," said Christina Rüger, a member of the Graduate Student Union and a report committee member.

The report recommends the formation of a teaching center as a long-term goal for improving the quality of teaching by graduate students and faculty. However, it also suggests implementing orientation and instruction programs for teaching assistants as a short-term solution.

Board members expressed their support for the teaching evening. O'Neill said it "is compatible with the whole idea of moving forward as a renaissance," said Friedewald. In reference to the undergraduate students' presentation, Friedewald said, "They seem to recognize the importance of the student body in the teaching center and said it is essential for the students to take initiative in implementing the ideas proposed in the report."

"The political situation is volatile, but overall, people have a tremendous sense of optimism and hope," Cortwright said.
Banker who loaned to Iraq alters plea

ITALY'S governement-owned Banca Nazionale del Lavoro, will be tried on 347 counts of bank fraud. He pleaded guilty in June to 60 counts, but later tried to withdraw the plea, saying he was made a scapegoat by top BNL officials.

Drogoul, 43, could have been sentenced to life in prison, fined $17.5 million and ordered to pay $3.5 billion in restitution for the 60 counts.

At a sentencing hearing Thursday, prosecutors reversed themselves and asked U.S. District Judge Marvin Shoob to throw out the plea bargain. Shoob agreed.

"Drogoul cannot have it both ways," said acting U.S. Attorney Gerrilyn Brill. "He can't plead guilty, ask the court for leniency and project a public image of innocence. There is no middle ground."

The case's change in direction came a day after Drogoul's attorney, Bobby Lee Cook, presented a mysterious document countering the prosecution's contention that Drogoul alone masterminded the loan scheme.

Cook presented a document purportedly showing BNL officials had sought assurances through an intermediary from then-U.S. Attorney General Dick Thornburgh that the bank would not be implicated.

Class continued from page 17

TUTORS NEEDED: TOWN AND COUNTRY COMMUNITY CENTER NEIGHBORHOOD STUDY PROGRAM WANTS MENTAL RETARDED, AND WED, OR TUBES AND THRU'S, STARTING OCT 5, PROGRAM DIRECTOR (applies) CONNIE EMMONS, 258-9793 OR 258-3306

*************

LIKES TO GO UP? HATE TO CARRY CB'S? TRY OUR NEW HALL GOLF CARTS!

Have a leftover career as a club in your back yard? We'll offer you all of the benefits of a golfer cart as you live in the hopes of the $100 grand prize! Watch for sign.

Money B. & Suzie Q. Happy Anniversary from your loving roommates

"...and while I agree to live life while you can, I hope of the $100 grand prize!! Watch for sign.

Congress negotiates a

Pentagon spending bill

WASHINGTON (AP) — House and Senate negotiators reached agreement Thursday on a $274.5 billion Pentagon spending bill for the coming year that cuts $1 billion from President Bush's request for the futuristic Strategic Defense Initiative antimissile system.

The bill also provided $2.7 billion to round out the Air Force's fleet of B-2 Stealth bombers at 20 planes, and about $1.5 billion for programs to help defense industries and workers make the adjustment to a new and leaner Pentagon budget.

It also seeks to force the Pentagon to choose between competing programs for the next generation of tactical aircraft by providing money for the AH long-range bomber, the developmental F-18 fighter and upgrades of the F-15 fighter. But it withdraws about one-third of the money until the Pentagon makes key decisions on which programs to pursue.

"Everybody looking at the tactical air package knows you can't buy them all," said Senate Armed Services Committee Chairman Sam Nunn, D-Ga.

...continued from page 17

...continued from page 17

2 Nice Bed N' Breakfast Rooms - 2 mi. N of campus on U.S. 31

FLOATING BODIES & BARGAINS - Open Sundays, All Around

WHITE CAPS - 445 Washington St. 271-7674.

YOU ARE DRIVING TO OR THROUGH BUFFALO FOR OCT 27TH. PLEASE TAKE A SPECIAL HOME CALL SKYDIVE CANADA 1-800-363-8329, TALKING ABOUT... 

Flowers! Flowers! Flowers! Party coming in this weekend? Greet them with flowers! The most meaningful way to say... "I've missed you." Mary Ann Gardens Open 12:30 - 5:30 today In the basement of the Fortune building Balloons and cards, too.

See our ad for more details.

* * * ERIC GLOSTER * * * happy, HAPPY BIRTHDAY from Mom & Dad, Sean, Agnes, Brian & Max

How will you spend the $500 you expect to receive as your birthday present?

THE VARIETY SHOP

Hair Designers
Say you saw us in The Observer

Haircuts $6.00 with Student I.D.

2 mi. N of campus on U.S. 31

Thank You Mr. St. Jude for taxes received

LEARN TO SKYDIVE! Classes every Sat. & Sun. at 9:00 am at Skydive Houston (614) 984-2660.

C'squared HoppyRdy! Thank for being my special buddy Edging

C. C. Banker who loaned to Iraq alters plea
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WASHINGTON (AP) — Ross Perot preaches a liberal social philosophy and a conservative economic agenda, favoring abortion rights, sex education, less spending and higher taxes.

The Texas billionaire, who last spring offered himself as a philosopher who combines strains of libertarianism and tight-fisted economic policies of orthodox Republicans.

Perot favors abortion rights and would permit federal funding for school students "so that they don't make mistakes that damage their life." Perot also doesn't object to distributing condoms to students to prevent the spread of AIDS.

But he opposes prayer in schools in keeping with the Constitution's separation of church and state. "It seems clear that he cuts across the usual liberal-conservative spectrum because on a lot of social issues he is a liberal in a libertarian sense," says Benjamin Page of Northwestern University political scientist.

At the same time, in terms of economic matters, he is very conservative in what I would call the old-fashioned Republican sense, not Reagan-Kemp supply side economics, but paying attention to the deficits and actually balancing the budget," Page said.

Perot, who announced he would re-enter the presidential race had made balancing the federal budget and paying off the national debt a hallmark of his economic program.

Perot says it was a mistake to drop out of the race because neither President Bush nor Hill Clinton estimated their chances of winning.

While an active candidate, Perot outlined his ideas in speeches and interviews but didn't offer a specific prescription for balancing the budget.

"That's a darn good question," said Perot volunteer Ted Martin. "He and others in a core group of seven Perot organizers watched the Dallas business community's televised rally into the race and fielded dozens of calls from well-wishers and newsmen.

"I feel fantastic — better than the minute," said volunteer Ernie Baker, also at the north-side Indianapolis Perot headquarters.

"We need a political organization."

The coordinator of Perot's Indiana volunteer effort said the candidate's decision to drop out of the race in July was a mistake, not a decisive one. "We didn't mess up and not go to the polls," Wally Howard said. "The election's still in front of us so we still haven't lost a hell of a lot.

Martin said the Perot movement proved itself at the toughest time possible — when Perot announced 11 weeks ago that he would not run.

"He has kept a hardcore movement alive because of its own volition," he said. "There's just enough true sentiment at the grass roots of this nation."

There was a tremendous effort carried on even when he backed away from the race. Brian Vargas, a political science instructor and pollster at Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis, earlier said Perot would probably receive only 10 percent to 15 percent of the Indiana vote at best.

Recent poll shows Perot at 7 percent

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ross Perot's Indiana supporters cheered his plunge back into the presidential race Thursday, even if they didn't quite know what to do next.

"That's a darn good question," said Perot volunteer Ted Martin. "He and others in a core group of seven Perot organizers watched the Dallas business community's televised rally into the race and fielded dozens of calls from well-wishers and newsmen.

"I feel fantastic — better than the minute," said volunteer Ernie Baker, also at the north-side Indianapolis Perot headquarters.

"We need a political organization."

The coordinator of Perot's Indiana volunteer effort said the candidate's decision to drop out of the race in July was a mistake, not a decisive one. "We didn't mess up and not go to the polls," Wally Howard said. "The election's still in front of us so we still haven't lost a hell of a lot.

Martin said the Perot movement proved itself at the toughest time possible — when Perot announced 11 weeks ago that he would not run.

"He has kept a hardcore movement alive because of its own volition," he said. "There's just enough true sentiment at the grass roots of this nation."

There was a tremendous effort carried on even when he backed away from the race. Brian Vargas, a political science instructor and pollster at Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis, earlier said Perot would probably receive only 10 percent to 15 percent of the Indiana vote at best.
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Perot platform combines both liberal, conservative elements

INDIANAPOLIS (AP) — Ross Perot's Indiana supporters cheered his plunge back into the presidential race Thursday, even if they didn't quite know what to do next.

"That's a darn good question," said Perot volunteer Ted Martin. "He and others in a core group of seven Perot organizers watched the Dallas business community's televised rally into the race and fielded dozens of calls from well-wishers and newsmen.

"I feel fantastic — better than the minute," said volunteer Ernie Baker, also at the north-side Indianapolis Perot headquarters.

"We need a political organization."

The coordinator of Perot's Indiana volunteer effort said the candidate's decision to drop out of the race in July was a mistake, not a decisive one. "We didn't mess up and not go to the polls," Wally Howard said. "The election's still in front of us so we still haven't lost a hell of a lot.

Martin said the Perot movement proved itself at the toughest time possible — when Perot announced 11 weeks ago that he would not run.

"He has kept a hardcore movement alive because of its own volition," he said. "There's just enough true sentiment at the grass roots of this nation."

There was a tremendous effort carried on even when he backed away from the race. Brian Vargas, a political science instructor and pollster at Indiana University-Purdue University at Indianapolis, earlier said Perot would probably receive only 10 percent to 15 percent of the Indiana vote at best.
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ATTENTION FUTURE

HOLLYWOOD STARS:
Sunbeam Productions needs EXTRAS for a film
shooting in the Bell Tower parking lot
on the Notre-Dame campus in the sixties.
If interested, men should let your hair and
sideburns grow NOW for a late 60's look.
Stay tuned for more details.

Love,
Jenn, Whiz, Alyssa, Toni, & Hank

Happy
Belated 21st Colleen
(But-fungus Queen)!
Don't be kissing any
toilets tonight!
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**Quayle decides his public schooling isn't such a disadvantage after all**

COLUMBUS, Ind. (AP) — Vice President Dan Quayle said Thursday he's proud to think that's a disadvantage.

Quayle, who said a day earlier that attending public schools left him at "a big disadvantage" in debating private school alumnus Al Gore, changed course. Speaking to a welcoming crowd as he arrived to address the national Farm Progress Show, Quayle said, "I grew up in a small town called Huntington. I went to public schools and I'm proud of it. I was raised with Midwestern values and that, my friends, is the real advantage in this campaign."

A day earlier, he said of Gore: "He went to the most expensive private schools in Washington, D.C., and I'm the product of the public schools. ... I'm at a big disadvantage, but we'll do all right."

But Thursday, he said, "The media elite will tell you Sen. Gore has a big advantage."

Quayle attended public schools in Arizona and Huntington, Ind., and then attended private DePauw University in Indiana.

**Clinton says Bush defends dictators**

MILWAUKEE (AP) — Democratic presidential nominee Bill Clinton accused President Bush on Thursday of defending potentialities and dictators instead of "the mainstream pro-democracy tradition of American foreign policy."

"No American foreign policy can succeed if it neglects our domestic needs, and no American foreign policy can succeed if it slights our commitment to democracy," Clinton told a university-sponsored world affairs conference at the Pabst Theater.

"The President often takes a lot of credit for communication's downfall, but fails to recognize that the global democratic revolution actually gave freedom its birth," the Arkansas governor said. "He simply does not seem at home in the mainstream pro-democracy tradition of American foreign policy."

Clinton said Bush seems to prefer "a foreign policy that embraces stability at the expense of freedom, a foreign policy that embraces our relationships with foreign leaders rather than on consideration of how we make sure they and maintain their power."

"But in a world where freedom, not tyranny, is on the march, the central calculus of pure power politics simply does not compute."

Besides, he added, smiling, "Individual leaders come and go, even in the United States, I hope."

Clinton said he wasn't advocating "reckless crusades to force U.S. ideals on other people."

"The real danger is that in a time of wrenching, sweeping change, under President Bush we will cling to outdated notions that do not work and cannot inspire," he said.

**Campaigns battle over Bush tax ad**

WASHINGTON (AP) — President Bush began airing an ad claiming Bill Clinton would be forced into a sharp middle-class tax increase to keep his campaign promises that drew a roar of protest Thursday from the Democratic camp.

The 30-second Republican tax ad began airing Wednesday night on network television. Clinton quickly called it "bogus."

The Republican ad shows what Bush aides said were real taxpayers — a steamfitter, a scientist, two sales representatives and a housing lender. It claims their taxes would go up by amounts ranging from $1,088 to $2,077 under Clinton's economic plan.

"You can't trust Clinton economics," the ad says. "It's wrong for you, it's wrong for America."

Clinton and his running mate, Al Gore, expressed outrage over what they called an inaccurate ad.

"It is a disgrace to the American people that the President of the United States would make a claim that is so baseless and so without foundation," Clinton said, "so shameless in his attempts to get votes under false pretenses."

Gore called it "the most misleading and deceptive national television advertising I have ever seen."

Bush spokeswoman Alice Glen shot back that the ads were "100 percent accurate and definitively document how Clinton's so-called economic plan is a bald-faced lie."

The Bush campaign arranged for a senior Bush administration official to brief reporters about the economic argument behind the ad. But the official refused to be quoted by name.

Clinton has said he would increase taxes only for the top 2 percent of incomes, or those making $180,000.

The Bush campaign, however, issued a statement noting Treasury figures showing that the top 2 percent starts at $64,400 in taxable income.
Editorial

Perot entering race to salvage broken ego

After much fanfare, Ross Perot is back in the race for the White House. Once again, he is spouting criticism of the two major parties, the federal government and politics in general. And once again, his true self-serving motives for running are clouded by altruisms and promises that he will contribute to the July announcement, much of the media and many of his own supporters labeled him a quitter. If he couldn't make a strong, short drive for the White House, the grounds of the college.

Dear Editor:

In response to Liam Macnab's letter (Sept. 30) extremely thought provoking. Strained logic circles, hypocrisy and moral relativism are all part of your lack of respect for the character of our community and ensure that his name was on the ballots in all 50 states. Perot's return appears to be motivated by ego. After the July announcement, much of the media and many of his own supporters labeled him a quitter. If he couldn't stick it out in the presidential campaign, the public asked, what would he do if he was elected?

While Perot said he is re-entering the race at the request of his volunteers, his true reason is transparent: he is running for the presidency to salvage a broken ego.

But his flip-flop on whether to run signals indecisiveness and his conspicuous jockeying damages his credibility, leaving some voters suspicious. His personal motives are also illustrated in his choice for running mate: a choice few Americans are aware Perot has even made. In fact, retired Adm. James Stockdale has been virtually silent, leaving one to assume that Perot would rather run for the presidency alone and, if elected, run the country alone.

Although Perot's announcement promises to shuffle a stagnant election picture, it appears that his decision will only increase the emphasis on character over issues. His re-entry does little more than to add one more character to the debate.

All things considered, perhaps the alternative choice Ross Perot—a man seeking personal gain, a candidate spreading empty promises—is the biggest politician in the race.

DOONESBURY

B.S. HOW COULD YOU GET MARRIED IF YOU'RE ALWAYS ON THE ROAD?
I CAN'T PLAY FOOTBALL.
I'M A CHEERLEADER.

ON YAHOO, HOW MANY PEOPLE HAVE YOU HAD LATELY?

I HAD TWO HIGH-SPEED CHASES, ONE WITH A BIZZING, ONE RECKLESS DRIVER, AND TWO UNDER THE INFLUENCE.

GARRY TRUDEAU

QUOTE OF THE DAY

‘Character consists of what you do on the third and fourth tries.’

James Michener

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Charge of 'stoogery' misses mark

Dear Editor:

Your recent editorial “SMC Art Controversy Smells of Stoogery” has missed the mark and unfortunately does not do justice to the actions or intentions of either the Saint Mary's community or the individuals involved. There were valid and differing concerns expressed by various constituencies of the Saint Mary's community regarding the content and placement of Marcia Kaplan's sculptures on the grounds of the college.

Initially, after one of the works was damaged, it was necessary that they be temporarily removed while outstanding questions were resolved. What followed the initial removal of these works was a very difficult period of reassessment, sometimes made more complex by the enigmatic character of Kaplan's sculptures.

Students were consulted, letters to the editor were written, a forum for discussion was held, the Faculty Assembly met to voice its opinion and a committee of the Faculty Assembly worked aggressively to seek a compromise.

In all of this, and gratefully with the help of The Observer, our community sought to resolve a very complex, moral, philosophical and socio-political issue.

The outcome of this deliberation at Saint Mary's was not stoogery on anyone's part. Instead, the Administration's decision to offer the option of redisplaying Marcia Kaplan's artworks reflects confidence in the character of our community and our ability to work through important contemporary issues in a reasoned manner.

Douglas E. Tyler
Chair of the Art Department
Oct. 1, 1992

Faulty logic, hypocrisy characterized letter
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Dear Editor:
The feeling around campus in this election year, and for many Roman Catholics around the country, is that the November 3rd election will be decided on one issue: abortion. Abortion tends to be a religious issue. Religion tends to make us see things in black and white.

When we read magazines and watch television, some of us automatically register George Bush as good because he is Pro-Life and Bill Clinton as bad since he is Pro-Choice. But abortion issues in black and white never lead us to the truth.

First, one must consider the relationship between the Oval Office and the issue of abortion. Harry Blackman, the justice who wrote the opinion instituting Roe v. Wade, was appointed by Dwight Eisenhower, a conservative Republican who signed the Civil Rights Act.

Eisenhower did not put a lid on the court intentionally— he just didn’t know what he was getting, and in the end was enraged with his choice.

That happened with the recent addition of Justice David H. Souter. He was supposed to be a sure-fire Pre-Lifer. Not so. He was one of the swing voters this summer who prevented the overturning of Roe.

That Justice Thomas said he “never read or discussed Roe” shows further that what you see is not always what you got. If sided with Justice Scalia in trying to overturn Roe outright. Contingencies like these are the reason that 12 years of Republican power and five (yes, five) Justice replacements later, Roe is still standing.

People don’t like to eliminate something that others take for granted. The President is basically powerless on the abortion issue.

Now consider the President himself. To say that George Bush is Pro-Life is preposterous. Do any of you who support Bush know that before he sided with the more Conservative Reagan in 1980, Bush had been a professed Pre-Choicer in Texas?

When a reporter asked Bush in 1980 what his views were, Bush responded that “I’m whatever he is” (referring to Reagan). It appears that Mr. Bush will take whatever side gets him the most votes. Bush should look at those children already born who are impoverished or infected with disease.

If Bush wants women to carry their babies to term, why doesn’t he sign the family leave bill authorizing women to take leave?

President Dan Quayle’s statement that his daughter became pregnant he “would support whatever decision she made” further testifies that the Republican ticket isn’t as Pro-Life as they appear.

For those of you who think it a “sin” to vote for Bill Clinton, how much worse is it to vote for the hypocritical George Bush?

Brian Posanski
St. Edward’s Hall
Sept. 30, 1992

Clinton ‘rally’ revealed intolerance

The combined effect of these strategic actions ensured that Mr. Clinton could himself conduct an “unabashed rally,” with a cheering section dwarfing that of Bush several years ago.

Strangely, however, no criticism of this strategy was forthcoming from Notre Dame’s honorable “left-wingers,” noble souls widely noted for their aversion to any and all double standards.

These modern “liberals” demand tolerance and unprotected free expression for speakers of their own ilk, but they are conspicuously unwilling to extend this tolerance to people who do not share all of their values.

Bush can come to campus and be greeted by venomous valedictorians, protesters, hecklers, and self-appointed critics who cry “Political Rallys are Undesirable fare for this campus!” Liberals lionize such individuals as rebels with a noble cause.

Slick Willy Clinton rolls into town, and suddenly political rallies become acceptable fare, and the few Clinton opponents and “hecklers” amidst the Pro-Clinton multitude are branded by the liberals as “opponents of free speech.” Such a double standard regarding free expression runs counter to any sense of true, enlightened liberalism.

The great political tolerance of the campus Clintonites was clearly demonstrated by the greatly under-publicized rough handling of Right-to-Lifers in the race of the St. John crew.

The actions of some Clinton volunteers against these individual’s and the legal standard of assault and battery. One unassuming man who was holding up a picture of the Blessed Virgin was accosted by a group of Clintonites. He was threatened and ordered him to take such a vilified image down.

One girl, carrying a small piece of paper with a Pro-Life message on it, was practically pulled over and harassed by Clintonites who had climbed over other students in their valiant attempt to silence this pro-life anti-abortion foe.

The chivalry, valor and dignity of these Clintonites could not match the knights of old look like pansies. (Even a knight wouldn’t have the guts to attack an unarmed woman, much less one who defends the rights of unborn children.)

Strangely, Professor Fallon failed to mention his noble deeds in his letter.

Glenn G. Fogarty
Notre Dame Law School
Sept. 28, 1992

Seniors should consider joining a Rap-Up group

Dear Seniors:

Are you looking for way to talk about life with people your own age over a home-cooked meal?

Then think about a Senior Rap-Up Group. Seven times throughout the year, small groups of seniors will meet at the homes of faculty to mix good company, conversation and cooking.

If this sounds interesting, beneficial, and fun, then please go to the Center For Social Concerns where you can get more information and sign up to participate.

We’re looking forward to our Rap-Up Groups and we hope you give it a try.

Jennifer Swize
Margaret Haugh
Farley Hall
Sept. 28, 1992

Editor’s note: Andy Mathews, age six, has been marching with the Irish Guard as a “mascot” since he was three years old, and has been distressed about the actions involving his “heros.” He is a resident of Lake Bluff, Ill.
IUSB boasts intimate relations with community

By MAURA HOGAN
Accent Writer

W hat do a Coca-Cola plant, a cheese factory, and a
disreputable bar have in common?

In the 1960's, these buildings were unrelated spokes in South Bend's vital hub of industry and manufacturing.

Today, they have been transformed into classrooms and administration buildings of "the university that educates Michiana," Indiana University at South Bend (IUSB). Established almost 27 years ago as an outpost campus of Indiana University at Bloomington, IUSB has been "growing like crazy," according to Ellen Mathia, Director of Public Communications.

It has grown tremendously since 33 students received the first diplomas conferred at the South Bend campus in May, 1967.

Since 1967, enrollment has increased from approximately 6,000 to almost 9,000 students. "Including part-time students in the count would increase the numbers to 12,000," noted Daniel Cohen, Chancellor of the Office of External Affairs.

Unlike traditional universities such as Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, IUSB aims to serve what Mathia termed "the new majority" of students.

"More and more students are coming from outside the traditional age group," said Mathia. "They have families and homes, and commute to school.

IUSB draws students from seven Indiana counties and three Michigan counties.

The University works diligently to dispel the image of the "town and gown" separation, that imaginary line which can exist between a university and the members of the surrounding community.

"Our community is diffuse and extensive and there is no border," said Cohen. "You can draw a line around the property we own, but that line has little meaning beyond a legal one," he added.

"We owe it to Michiana," urged Mathia. "Our community is diffuse and extensive and there is no border," said Cohen. "You can draw a line around the property we own, but that line has little meaning beyond a legal one," he added.

"We owe it to Michiana," urged Mathia. "to give back to the community. Our first goal is to educate and to create good citizens and our second is to apply research locally.

Students have researched such persistent topics as the women's suffrage movement of Elkhart County, the water quality of St. Joseph County, and the culture of fanatic bingo players.

IUSB shares many faculty members with Notre Dame and Saint Mary's College. Because it cannot rely as heavily on endowments as private institutions such as ND and SMC, IUSB finds it necessary to "be very efficient with our money, and make do with a fair number of adjunct faculty," said Cohen.

350 of the 565 faculty members at IUSB are part-time, and many also teach at ND or SMC. Mike Keen, formerly of the ND Center for Social Concerns (CSC), is a professor in IUSB's sociology department, and Pat Washington, a former SMC administrator, is now Director of the Masters in Social Work at IUSB.

In a relatively small community such as Michiana, there are apt to be "collaborations between working groups," said Mathia. Within one family, it often occurs that one spouse teaches at IUSB and the other at ND or SMC.

Case in point: Sam Shapiro, history professor at Notre Dame, is the husband of Gloria Cohen, Director of Women's Studies at IUSB.

"We owe it to Michiana to give back to the community. Our first goal is educate and to create good citizens..."

—Ellen Mathia

IUSB sh ares m any faculty members with Notre Dame, and our second is to apply research to improve the quality of life in the surrounding area. "Our community is diffuse and there is no border," Cohen said. "We owe it to Michiana to give back to the community. Our first goal is to educate and to create good citizens..."

Cohen had his own list of goals for IUSB's future. Labeling the current physical plant as "a hodgepodge of buildings," he described his dream to "now create a campus..." He is eager for IUSB to "outlive its ugly duckling myth" and to realize its potential role as "the most beautiful urban campus in Indiana, as predicted by a disciple of Frank Lloyd Wright.

The university is currently in the process of petitioning the state legislature for a new classroom building while it enjoys the recent construction of Northside West, which houses a six-floor library, the new bookstore, computer labs, and classroom space.

Cohen also foresees increased numbers of programs in technology and the sciences, an area traditionally dominated by Purdue within the state of Indiana.

Their dreams are lofty, yet their visions are clear-headed. Clearly, IUSB is an institution of which Michiana may be proud.
workshops and other academic activities and media centers at Notre Dame, with library facilities, as well as the computer centers. Students and faculty are able to use both Rockne Memorial Gymnasium and the JACC. Holy Cross also has intramural volleyball and basketball teams.

Perhaps more important than the similarities between ND and Holy Cross, are the differences. "We are not ND," says Brother Bluma. "We are Holy Cross. And we are proud of that."

The Brothers of the Congregation of the Holy Cross established Holy Cross in 1966 as a two-year college for brothers. Now a Catholic, two-year college, Holy Cross offers a liberal arts curriculum which parallels the freshman and sophomore course offerings at most senior colleges. Most students transfer to four-year colleges after one or two years at Holy Cross.

About one-half of the Holy Cross students transfer into the IU system, but with more than 50 percent being accepted. Many Holy Cross students have parents who went to Notre Dame or are on the Notre Dame Staff. In the past, Skip Holtz, son of ND head football coach, Lou Holtz, and the nephew of Father Theodore Hesburgh, university president emeritus, have attended Holy Cross College.

With a student enrollment of about 400, Holy Cross offers a smaller, more personal environment than larger schools. Class sizes are small and the faculty very accessible. "Holy Cross is easing me into a larger college environment," said Ryan Hamilton, a Holy Cross student.

"It's good because the classes are small. You have all the responsibilities of college study, with the big advantage of personal attention from the instructors," he said. The Holy Cross faculty is composed of brothers, priests, sisters, laymen and laywomen, offering years of experience and expertise. All faculty hold graduate degrees in their academic areas.

The academic program offers courses in liberal arts (English, Spanish, French, chemistry, mathematics, physics, business, anthropology, sociology, geology, history, art, religious studies, psychology, economics, government, music, philosophy, speech and biology). All courses are transferable, so students may pursue other fields of major upon transferring to a senior college.

Holy Cross is a non-residential college. While some students are able to commute from home, many reside in two privately-owned apartment complexes about a mile from campus. Other students choose to live in apartment complexes within the South Bend-Mishawaka area.

The campus grounds cover about 140 acres, stretching from Angela Boulevard to Saint Mary's and from highway 31/33 to the St. Joseph river. The main college building contains both classrooms and library facilities, while the administrative offices are located in Andre Hall. There is also a small gymnasium.

The Brothers of the Holy Cross have their provincial house on campus; Basil Hall serves as their residence hall.

In addition, the campus contains St. Joseph's chapel, James Hall, which houses the Continuing Clergy for Ministry, the St. Joseph's community cemetery, the Dujarie House, the infirmary for Holy Cross and, finally, a maintenance shop.

Although its campus and student body are much smaller than those at Notre Dame and Saint Mary's, Holy Cross still upholds a grand reputation.

"The importance of an institution's work does not depend on its size," said Notre Dame President, Father Malloy, at a ceremony this past weekend commemorating 150 years of education in the United States for the Holy Cross Brothers.

Referring to the common mission of both schools, he added, "We're all in this together."
Marching to the beat of a different Buddha

From the outside, the celestial Smithsonian in the City of God would look like the New York Public Library, if its walls were not made of alabaster, and if, in place of the lions at the main entrance, there were not jewelled unicorns.

In this gallery of sacred antiquities, you can see naugthy reconstructions of Leviathan and Behemoth, the blueprints followed at the building of the Red Sea, and the foreskin of Moses, rumored to be the size of a grapefruit half, to remind sight-seers that the patriarch who met God face-to-face on Sinai was the last of the giants.

In the archives next to the arborum where the Jesse Tree is kept watered, is a book with golden pages on which are inscribed the Nine Thousand Names of God.

The fax which the Pope has of this catalogue is three pages longer than the Oxford English Dictionary, since it contains His many job descriptions as well as the salvation; histories that go with the Names He is known by in other galaxies.

In our tradition, He's "I AM" a different Buddha. Of a different Buddha.

Lonely God, I'm not using one of Him "our ground of being." All explanations of the ways God works are doomed by absurd and chaotic accidents, instead of a loving God.

That one bear the burden of the welfare, would find out where he lived, and bring him home like the Gospel lambs.

The truth of the matter was that God protects precious life.

That one bear the burden of the other is the simple and clear call that can only hurt suffering." (Dorothy Soelle)

Christ came not to take away our suffering. Suffering will be with His presence, a great Christian teacher has told us. But if He is there for us, should we be there for Him?

It would not surprise me to learn that Trocmé put his finger on the scandal of the Incarnation. Did God send His Son to live among us like a soldier without weapons, or even angels to protect Him, because He chose to get by in our world on love that is stronger than death?

Andre Trocmé was the pacifist Huguenot pastor of a small Protestant town in France that became famous for saving thousands of Jews from the Nazis. In 1944, Trocmé's 14-year-old son committed suicide, and the heartbroken father never recovered. "I suddenly believed that human life is thrown into a world dominated by absurd and chaotic accidents, instead of a world gymnastically ordered by a loving God.

Trocme's biographer writes: "Never again would he believe that God protects precious life.

Futons! Futons!

Twin Set 169.00

Mattress only 89.00

Frame only 89.00

Waterbeds start at $149.00

Free delivery with this ad

Waterbeds Town & Country Shopping Center 3244 N. Maple Mishawaka, IN 46545 265-8721 266-2258

ND

Moreau Center for the Arts

Wednesday, Oct. 14, 8 p.m., O'Laughlin Auditorium

The National Touring Production

AN EVENING OF OPERA AND DANCE

Tickets $35

MOREAU GALLERIES, Brimsley Tyrell, sculpture; Lilian Tyrell, tapestries; Oct. 9-Nov. 6: Admission Free.

COMING ATTRACTIONS...

SCOTTSDALE

Captain Ron

CAPTAIN RON

kurt russell

Columbia Pictures 210-2003

SCOTTSDALE

DANIEL DAY-LEWIS

THE LAST OF THE OHIOHANS

E. G. Marshall, Vivien Leigh, Totte Royce. R. 455, 515, 575

TOWN & COUNTRY

SISTER ACT

PD 515, 730, 1000

Dancetown

"I D: A WINNER!"

Columbia Pictures

Serving

ND/SMC

Students for 27 years

Colonial Pancake House

Apple Pancake

SAVE $1.00 off exp. 10/9/92

Colonial Pancake House

Any Omelette

SAVE $1.00 off exp. 10/9/92

HOUSE

Family Reunion

GO IRISH!

Central Pacificance

Fall Festival

Central Pacificance

Festival Parade, Oct. 31... The Sunshine, Nov. 6... The Ink Spots, Nov. 21.

Tickets $14/$12

Tickets on sale at the Saint Mary's box office, located in O'Laughlin Auditorium information and charge card orders 219/265-8725

TOWN & COUNTRY

1-12

Sister Act

Family Reunion

ND/SMC

Students for 27 years

Colonial Pancake House

Apple Pancake

SAVE $1.00 off exp. 10/9/92

Colonial Pancake House

Any Omelette

SAVE $1.00 off exp. 10/9/92

October

Special:

Fresh Squeezed

Orange Juice

25¢

all month

no coupon needed

Open at 6:00 a.m. daily
**MLB STANDINGS**

**AMERICAN LEAGUE**

**East Division**

- Baltimore: 87-72 (.547) 1 43-38 44-34
- Boston: 86-71 (.547) 1 42-36 29-52
- *x-Pittsburgh*: 95-64 (.597) 1 53-28 37-40

**West Division**

- Detroit: 75-83 (.486) 1 38-42 37-45
- Minnesota: 71-83 (.470) 1 41-39 32-53
- *x-Milwaukee*: 90-68 (.570) 2 1/2 z-8-2 52-12
- New York: 71-84 (.465) 2 1/2 41-40 30-52

**NATIONAL LEAGUE**

- Arizona Instructional League.
- Continental Basketball Association.
- Arizona Instructional League.
- National Basketball Association.

**BASEBALL**

- American League: BOSTON RED SOX—Named Charles "Ty" Ross for one vote.
- CALIFORNIA ANGELS—Agreed to extend their option with Paris Spring of the California League for two years, through the 1992 season.
- SEATTLE MARINERS—Signed Ron Winter, pitcher, and assigned him to the Arizona Instructional League.
- TEXAS RANGERS—Named Tim Murphy general manager of Part Charlotte in the Florida State League.

**FOOTBALL**

- Houston Rockets: Signed David Westby, guard.
- Los Angeles Lakers: Extended the contract of Magic Johnson, guard, through the 1994-95 season.
- Philadelphia 76ers: Signed Greg Grant, guard, to a one-year contract.

**HOCKEY**

- Los Angeles Kings: Signed Joey Weight, guard.

**INTERHALL BASEBALL**

Sunday's games
- Carroll 3, Demin 0
- Grace A 1, Grace B 0

**INTERHALL SOCCER**

Sunday's games
- Carroll 3, Demin 0
- Grace A 1, Grace B 0

**INTERHALL HOCKEY**

Sunday's games
- Carroll 3, Demin 0
- Grace A 1, Grace B 0

**INTERHALL FOOTBALL—WOMEN'S**

Sunday's games
- Carroll 3, Demin 0
- Grace A 1, Grace B 0

**INTERHALL BASEBALL**

Sunday's games
- Carroll 3, Demin 0
- Grace A 1, Grace B 0

Please support.
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With 3000 hits, Brett now ponders future

ANAHEIM, Calif. (AP) — George Brett almost called it quits more than 100 hits shy of the milestone.

Now that the Kansas City Royals' star has his 3,000 hits, the big question is how much longer he'll play.

"I don't know," Brett, 39, said after he got four hits in his first four at-bats against the California Angels on Wednesday night to become the 18th major leaguer to reach the 3,000-hit plateau. "I want to enjoy this for a while and go back to Kansas City."

Discouraged earlier this season when he was hitting .150 and the Royals lost 16 of their first 17 games, Brett considered retiring right then and there.

But Kansas City manager Hal McRae, among others, talked him out of it.

Two considerations will figure heavily in his decision for next year and beyond: whether he believes he can still play at a high level, and whether he believes he will still enjoy the game.

"I know I'm not the player I was five years ago or 10 years ago. But I still think I can help this team win some ballgames, and I still think I can play better than most players.

"But at the same time, I don't want to out there and embarrass myself. And once I feel that I'm embarrassing myself, then it's time to quit."

(AP) — Another injury-free season, Dave Winfield of the Toronto Blue Jays will likely become the 19th player to reach 3,000 hits.

Winfield, who turns 41 on Saturday, is 136 hits short of the mark that was reached this season by Milwaukee's Robin Yount and Kansas City's George Brett. Winfield is batting .290 with 167 hits, 26 homers and 106 RBIs this season. Eddie Murray of the New York Mets and Andre Dawson of the Chicago Cubs could reach the mark in 1995 or 1996. Murray, 36, has 2,644 hits and Dawson, 38, has 2,502.

Oakland's Rickey Henderson, the Cubs' Ryne Sandberg and Baltimore's Cal Ripken would need to play for the rest of the decade to reach the milestone.

Henderson, 33, needs 1,001; Sandberg, 33, needs 1,065, and Ripken, 32, needs 1,084.

Kirby Puckett has averaged over 200 hits in his first nine seasons with Minnesota and could reach the mark in 1998 by maintaining his current pace. The 31-year-old has 1,804 hits.
SYRACUSE, N.Y. (AP) - The long-awaited NCAA sanctions against the Syracuse basketball program came down Thursday, lighter than expected because of the school's cooperation in the investigation.

The Orangemen are banned from 1992-93 postseason play and the school's entire athletic program was placed on two years' probation as violations were also found in the women's basketball, football, lacrosse and wrestling programs.

The NCAA said the penalties were less than the minimum for major violations because of Syracuse's cooperation in its probe. The NCAA Committee on Infractions stopped short of banning Syracuse from live television appearances, but did assess scholarship and recruiting penalties.

"But for their cooperation, their penalty would have been much greater," said David Swank, dean of University of Oklahoma Law School and chairman of the committee.

Syracuse chancellor Kenneth A. Shaw said the university would accept the penalties.

Basketball coach Jim Boeheim said his players were disappointed when told of the penalties Thursday morning.

"But this class (of seniors) has been to the last three tournaments and they're going to have to accept it. There are a lot of kids, a majority of kids, who go to college and don't get to go to day's game," Boeheim added.

"They have world class players in the front, midfield, and on defense."" Notre Dame took a day off after last weekend's 2-1 loss to Portland, deciding to put in an extra day preparing for the Classic.

"We've worked hard this week, and they may be a little tired right now," said Petrucelli before Thursday's practice. "I feel they will be rested by Fri-

WORRYING Petrucelli more than opposing defenses or his squad's stats team we will face this season," added Petrucelli. "They have already dropped their offensive pressure.

"We were able to score some goals when Allison was up front," commented Petrucelli. "That's an area where we have been lacking the last few games.

Awaiting Notre Dame on Sunday will be the undefeated Cardinal, sporting an explosive offensive front and one of the nation's finest goalkeepers.

Junior Sarah Rafaielli returns this season after leading St. Louis with 16 goals and eight assists last season. She will be joined by senior Julie Foody (12 goals, seven assists in 1991). In the net for the Cardinals is Leslie Garrard, who carries a 34 goals against average, allowing only six goals in Stanford's first six games.

"Stanford is probably the best in the country," said his players.

Jim Boeheim

"But this class (of seniors) has been to the last three tournaments and they're going to have to accept it. There are a lot of kids, a majority of kids, who go to college and don't get to go to three NCAA tournaments," he said.

No penalties were assessed against football and women's basketball because of the limited nature of the infractions by those programs.

The wrestling and lacrosse programs each face a reduction in the number of scholarships awarded by the school because both programs exceeded their financial aid limits for several years.

Regarding the basketball program, the Infractions Committee determined "there were repeated and conscious efforts by representatives of the university's athletic interests to gain recruiting and competitive advantages for the men's basketball program."

As a result, Syracuse loses a scholarship in 1993-94 and 1994-95.

In addition, the NCAA banned the men's basketball coaches from off-campus recruiting from Jan. 1-June 30, 1993. For the rest of the year, only one coach at a time will be allowed to recruit off-campus.

Shaw took exception to the committee's finding.

"This is not a maverick athletic program," he said.
Exceeding Expectations

It's a big decision, choosing where to begin your career. There are many reasons to join Deloitte & Touche — our clients, our dedication to quality, our professional development opportunities, our people. People who enjoy what they do. Our mission is simple: to consistently exceed the expectations of our clients and our people.

With 10,500 people in more than 100 offices in the United States, and through our global organization, Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International, we offer clients worldwide an outstanding and diverse portfolio of services. For you, this means unlimited opportunities to grow, professionally and personally. So why not join a firm that will exceed your expectations?

Congratulations to the following graduates from the Class of '92 who have recently joined Deloitte & Touche:

Nancy Arena  Stacey Durante  Tim Gray  Terrance O'Connell  Jennifer Shimp
Barbara Bryn  John Evans III  Nancy Kesmodel  Jim Panaczk  Peter Slankowski
Noemi Bueser  Gary Faucher  Mark May  Greg Ritacco  Michael Smith
Greg Cooper  Scott Frigon  Todd Miller

In addition, Adrienne Speyer and Kimberlee Steel are first from the Class of '93 to accept an offer of employment after graduation. Welcome Adrienne and Kim!

The above professionals are joining our offices in Chicago, Cincinnati, Indianapolis, Kansas City, Los Angeles, Minneapolis, New York, Parsippany, Pittsburgh, Seattle, and Washington, D.C.

Accounting, Tax, and Consulting Services

We Listen. We Deliver.

Deloitte Touche Tohmatsu International

Deloitte & Touche is an equal opportunity firm. We recruit, employ, train, compensate, and promote without regard to race, creed, color, national origin, age, sex, veteran status, or irrelevant handicaps.
Yugoslavia banned from 1994 World Cup

ZURICH, Switzerland (AP) — World soccer's governing body FIFA banned Yugoslavia today from the 1994 World Cup competition.

A FIFA statement said it made the decision in view of continuing United Nations sanctions on Yugoslavia, now consisting of Serbia and Montenegro.

The announcement dashed hopes of the soccer crazed nation that an exception would be made to allow its team to compete in the competition which climaxises in 1994 in the United States.

Following the imposition of U.N. sanctions against Serbia and Montenegro in May, the Yugoslav team was banned from taking part in June's European Championships in Sweden.

In June, FIFA said it would have to expel the team from the World Cup championships if the U.N. hadn't lifted sanctions by the end of August.

However, Yugoslavia's Prime Minister Milan Panic last month pleaded for extra time while he took the case to the U.N. that sports and culture should not be included in the boycott.

FIFA agreed to delay its decision until Sept. 30. The decision means that there are now only five teams left in European Group 5. Yugoslavia was a favorite in the group to a danger from the finals.

FIFA said it could not replace Yugoslavia in the group because European qualifying play has already begun. Other teams in the playoff are Hungary, Greece, Luxembourg, Russia, and Iceland.

Two matches against Iceland and Russia scheduled for September had been suspended pending FIFA's final decision.

Yugoslavia was traditionally among Europe's top soccer nations and qualified for three of the last five World Cup finals. But the team has been hurt by the defection of talent from the four other former Yugoslav republics.

---

SMC soccer faces St. Thomas

Belles look to maintain perfect record tomorrow

By MAGGIE HELLRUNG
Sports Writer

Saint Mary's has something to get excited about on Saturday, and it has nothing to do with lawn sculptures.

The Saint Mary's soccer team has had a lot to brag about lately.

"The team has really pulled together," said coach Tom Van Meter. Last Sunday, the Belles had a surprising win over Division II Saint Joseph's College, 2-0.

"The team really surprised me," said coach Tom Van Meter. "We've never beaten St. Joe's. I was very pleased with the girls' performances."

That win has the Belles trending in the right direction. The Belles continued their winning streak by crushing Aquinas College on Tuesday by a landslide score of 12-0.

The Belles will battle it out on home turf against the University of Saint Thomas this Saturday at 10 a.m.

According to Van Meter, the Belles will look to junior forward Megan Delauney and senior forward Stacey Winget to provide the offense, and will be bunting on a strong defense to hold back Saint Thomas.

---

Brittions

$5 Balloons, Cards, Gifts and Antiques

Great SOR/Formal Gifts

Saturday 10-6

1627 Edison Road • South Bend, IN 46637

Across the street from Linebacker adjacent to Jamison Inn

• $5.00 coupon with $15.00 minimum purchase •

Britten Knowles, Owner

The Country Harvester introduces...

IRISH VILLAGE

Begin your campus collection now with wood replicas of Notre Dame's Administration Building and Sacred Heart Basilica.

Exclusively available at The Country Harvester
"A Great Little Gift Shop"
LaFortune Student Center
Lower Level 239-6714
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tournament, and the inside track to the automatic NCAA tournament bid that goes to the tournament champion.

But that is still a month away and Xavier is Notre Dame's only concern tonight. Doug Testa, the nation's fifth leading scorer, leads the Musketeers' attack and he will be the focal point of the Irish defense tonight.

"Tegge is an outstanding player," Berticelli said. "We have to be aware of his strengths up front and find a way to deal with him."

Notre Dame dealt with DePaul's strengths on Tuesday in a 3-0 win that saw two Irish players continue to move up the career charts.

Senior Kevin Pendergast scored the 20th goal of his career to move into a tie for ninth-place on Notre Dame's career goal-scoring chart, while sophomore goalkeeper Bert Bader notched his 14th shutout, just eight short of the record.

Pendergast's goal was his fourth of the season, tying him with junior Mike Palmer for the team lead. They will be expected to continue their leadership Sunday afternoon when the Irish return to the field against DePaul. But the Flyers are secondary in the minds of the Irish as they prepare for tonight's game against the Musketeers.

"We've just got to come up with a good game at a time," Berticelli explained. "We won't be caught looking past Xavier."

---

1811 South Bend Ave. • 271-7674

YOUR FAMILY PICTURE HEREBY

Here's your chance to get a portable picture for the ages. Show up at the LaFortune Lobby on Saturday of Parent's Weekend between 8 a.m. and Noon and for only $2, you can get a photo button of you and your parents. It's fun, fast, and cheap!

How many other things can you say about that here at Notre Dame?
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — Gary Gaetti is gone. Jack Morris is a name from the past. But the idea of Kirby Puckett following in their free-agent footsteps makes the Minnesota Twins and their fans shudder.

Parents name their babies after him.

At the Democratic National Convention, Minnesota delegates listed him as one of the state's main attractions.

The Twins general manager — the man who is trying to convince Puckett not to ask for the Metrodome in his next contract — has said he'd have to leave town if he lets Puckett get away.

"I think Kirby's value to the team transcends what happens between the white lines," Minnesota general manager Andy MacPhail said. "What he means to the organization. What he means to the community. What he means to the league. We would have an easier time replacing the 100 runs, the 100 RBIs, the 19 homers and 200 hits than the individual that Kirby is."

Puckett has said he will file for free agency at the end of the season, meaning Thursday's game may have been his last at home with the Twins. He is expected to command a five-year contract at least as large as Cal Ripken Jr.'s $32.5 million deal with Baltimore — more than the Twins say they can afford.

"You look at the potential costs. You operate under some real-life constraints," MacPhail said. "If Kirby's price gets so high that it means we can't field a respectable team, that we can't sign 24 other players to keep us competitive, that's not going to help us."

Minnesota had a $27.6 million payroll on opening day and figured to stay at about the same level next year. If Puckett gets $6 million of it, that doesn't squeeze the amount left for the rest of the roster.

"There are people who say that if Kirby Puckett isn't signed, then the Twins will lose more money," said Puckett's agent, Ron Shapiro, who also represents Ripken. "Who's the heart worth to a body? Kirby Puckett is the Twins' heart. And if you say you need a new heart, and you can't afford one, then you die."

Puckett had agreed to a five-year, $27.5 million contract with Minnesota before Twins owner Carl Pohlad reportedly nixed it. News of the breakdown in negotiations awoke Twins fans to the possibility that Puckett may not be around much longer.

Ballparks were held, petitions were signed, T-shirts were printed begging the Twins to pay him. When Pohlad was introduced in a post-game ceremony last week, he was greeted with boos and chants of "Kirby! Kirby! Kirby!"

Pohlad sought shelter next to Puckett, who told him, "Don't drag me down with you."

Puckett received standing ovations before each at-bat in Thursday's game against the White Sox, as he has for most of the past month. For his last time up, the crowd stood through the entire at-bat. He struck out looking.

"The fans probably think this is it," Puckett said after the Pohlad incident. "They don't know, man, they're just like me. They don't know what's going to happen, I don't know what's going to happen."

Talking to Puckett about his future is an exercise in futility. The closest he's come to a good-bye is "Some of us might not be around next season. You know the way baseball is."

"I'm still holding the cards in my hand. There's no dealing," he said. "I hope that I'm here, but that's not up to me. All I can do is just go out and play, man, do my job. And it's up to somebody else to do their job. If it were up to me, I'd be signed now."

Puckett is arguably the most popular player in Twins history, and with a .321 lifetime average and 147 homers he's popular among his teammates as well.

Indianapolis (AP) — Gone is the jubilation of Olympic success for goalie Ray LeBlanc. A series of rejections and disappointments has him back in the International Hockey League with the Indianapolis Ice.

After a brilliant performance with the U.S. team in the Winter Olympics, LeBlanc was ignored by the Tampa Bay Lightning and Ottawa Senators in the National Hockey League expansion draft.

Then he anticipated playing in Europe this season, but that fell through in July.

He said one week before he was supposed to sign with a German team club officials found a loophole in contracts of former Communist players and acquired another goalie from Germany.

"It was just one of those summers," said LeBlanc, 27.

Available on Campus for $12.00 at:
LaFortune Student Center (Irish Express)
JACC Varsity Shop
Alumni Association Office and Hospitality Center
Student Concession Stands
Friday Night Pep Rally

To order using Visa or MasterCard call: (219) 239-6316

Enclose Check or Money Order for $14.50 per shirt (includes S&H) or use your Visa or MasterCard.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Visa</th>
<th>MasterCard</th>
<th>Check or Money Order</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

**"The Shirt '92"**

The Official Football Shirt of the Notre Dame Student Body
Sponsored by the Notre Dame Alumni Association

- Worn by over 95% of the student body at the September 12th Notre Dame vs. Michigan game.
- Front features a silk-screened image of the Golden Dome emblazoned with "Notre Dame Football."
- Full screened, six color back features a tribute to coaching legends Rockne, Leahy, Parseghian, Devine, and Holtz.
- 100% pre-shrunk cotton, Hanes forest green T-shirt. All sizes extra large (XL).
- All proceeds benefit student organizations.
Football
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7 Tennessee (4-0) at LSU (1-3), No. 8 Penn State (4-0) at Rutgers (3-1), South Carolina (0-4) at No. 9 Alabama (4-0), No. 11 UCLA (3-0) at Arizona (1-2-1), No. 12 Ohio State (2-0) at Wisconsin (2-1), No. 14 Virginia (4-0) at Wake Forest (1-2), No. 16 Georgia (3-1) at Arkansas (1-3), No. 17 Syracuse (2-1) at Louisville (1-3), Iowa State (2-2) at No. 19 Oklahoma (2-1), No. 21 North Carolina State (4-1) at No. 23 Georgia Tech (2-1), No. 22 Boston College (4-0) at West Virginia (3-0-1), and Tennessee Chattanooga (2-1) at No. 25 Clemson (1-2).

In the only other game involving the ranked, No. 13 Florida (1-1) visited No. 24 Mississippi State (2-0) on Thursday night. Larry Smith, whose Trojans (1-0-1) lost beat Washington in 1989 and hold a 39-22-3 edge in the series, would like to see the Huskies (3-0) affected by the top ranking and their 17-game winning streak.

"It gives Washington something else to think about," he said. "I don't think anyone wants to be No. 1 now."

"The biggest thing is, how is your team going to react? "Some guys can handle it, some guys can't."

Among those who apparently can is Torrettta, who cast aside the pressure a year ago against Florida State to silence a legion of detractors, among them Florida State fans derisively chanting "Gino, Gino."

"It felt real good just because everybody was doubting me the whole season — until that game," Torrettta said. "I don't think you can have a better feeling."

Torrettta, hoping to lead Miami to its 17th straight victory and extend its unbeaten streak at the Orange Bowl.

#24 Mississippi St. romps over #13 Florida, 30-6

STARKVILLE, Miss. (AP) — Frankie Loster's goal line interception stopped a scoring threat and Kevin Henry set up a touchdown with another.

Mississippi State (3-1 overall, 1-1 Southeastern Conference) intercepted five passes off Florida quarterback Shane Matthews and also recovered two fumbles while holding the Gators (1-2 overall and SEC) without a touchdown for the first time in 21 games.

The Bulldogs blew the game open early in the fourth period when Matthews, under heavy pressure, threw a pass into the wide open end zone.

Loster's big play occurred when Florida was threatening to regain the momentum after State's game-opening scoring drive. The Gators drove to the Mississippi State 2 before an illegal procedure penalty backed them to the 7. On third down, Loster stepped in front of a screen pass at the 10 and returned it to the Florida 49.

Robinson ran for 34 yards and passed for 39 on State's opening drive, which ate up the first 7 minutes, 15 seconds.

Loser's big play occurred when Florida was threatening to regain the momentum after State's game-opening scoring drive. The Gators drove to the Mississippi State 2 before an illegal procedure penalty backed them to the 7. On third down, Loster stepped in front of a screen pass at the 10 and returned it to the Florida 49.

Robinson ran for 34 yards and passed for 39 on State's opening drive, which ate up the first 7 minutes, 15 seconds.

Loser's big play occurred when Florida was threatening to regain the momentum after State's game-opening scoring drive. The Gators drove to the Mississippi State 2 before an illegal procedure penalty backed them to the 7. On third down, Loster stepped in front of a screen pass at the 10 and returned it to the Florida 49.

Robinson ran for 34 yards and passed for 39 on State's opening drive, which ate up the first 7 minutes, 15 seconds.

Loser's big play occurred when Florida was threatening to regain the momentum after State's game-opening scoring drive. The Gators drove to the Mississippi State 2 before an illegal procedure penalty backed them to the 7. On third down, Loster stepped in front of a screen pass at the 10 and returned it to the Florida 49.

Smc volleyball earns third straight

By EILEEN MCGUIRE

Sports Writer

Division I Chicago State University was no match for the Saint Mary's volleyball team (11-6) as the Belles defeated the Cougars 15-1, 15-11, 15-4 for their third straight win.

Although Chicago State sports three women above 6'0", Saint Mary's was able to place the ball in the correct positions as well as utilize its entire bench.

"We came off two great wins and therefore were mentally and physically prepared," explained senior co-captain Laura Panowski.

"It felt real good just because everybody was doubting me the whole season — until that game," Torrettta said. "I don't think you can have a better feeling."

Torrettta, hoping to lead Miami to its 17th straight victory and extend its unbeaten streak at the Orange Bowl.

Field hockey wins against the...
Lacrosse begins fall schedule

By RIAN AKEY
Sports Writer

"Former All-Americans against future All-Americans." That is how head coach Kevin Corrigan bills today's lacrosse match between the Irish and Bachrach all-stars. "The Bachrach squad is made up of former college players," said Corrigan. "Seven or eight of them are former collegiate All-Americans.

But these lacrosse alumni are former only in graduate status. "These players are still very active in club lacrosse. The game should be a real challenge for us," he continued.

The Irish are not without talent of their own. The squad is led by senior Brian Mayglothling, junior Randy Colley, and sophomore Mike Iorio. According to Corrigan, "These three players are potential All-Americans this year."

Colley is optimistic about the team's chances going into the match. "The level of play in practice has been picking up. The team has been more focused and we've been playing together well."

"The match against Bachrach will give us some good preparation for upcoming contests. Particularly the Syracuse tournament - we have in a couple weeks," he explained.

That tournament features several of America's premiere teams, including host Syracuse. The Orange have won three of the last five national championships in division I lacrosse. Connecticut State Division I team, and Hobart, a division II powerhouse, round out the field.

"The quality of the Bachrach squad should be similar to that of the teams we will face at Syracuse. This game will give us a good indication of how we will measure up there," said Colley.

Daly amongst five who lead Southern Open

PINE MOUNTAIN, Ga. (AP) - John Daly, who last week won the B.C. Open for his second PGA Tour victory, shot a 7-under-par 67 on Thursday, his fifth consecutive round of 67 or better, for a share of the first-round lead in the Southern Open.

Using his length off the tee to shrink the 7,057-yard, par-72 Mountain View Golf Course at Callaway Gardens, Daly shot nines of 34 and 33 to grab a share of the lead with Ed Humenik, Kelly Gibson, Ed Fiori and rookie Robert Friend.

Humenik had a tournament-best 31 on the front nine and Fiori had a 31 for the best score on the back nine.

At 68 were Phil Mickelson, who made five birdies and one bogey, and Gary Hallberg, who was at 5-under before making bogey on the par-4 17th. "Keeping my swing as slow as I have, even last week, has really paid off," said Daly, who pocketed $144,000 for last week's victory, his first since winning the 1991 PGA. "I've just been using some more greens than usual. This is probably one of the most solid first rounds I think I've played all year. I just hope to keep the tempo going."

TD$MC Equestrian Club is holding an internmural horse show October 11 for all members. The registration deadline for new members is October 2. If you want more details call Megan 283-2784 or Julie at 283-4042.

Irish Youth Hockey League is looking for ND students to coach or assist coaches during the upcoming hockey season. If interested, contact Scott Gosselin at 271-7414.

ND/SMC women's lacrosse will meet at loftus at 10 p.m. on Monday and Wednesday. All members should come on both days. Call Heather at 294-5103 if you have any questions.

Giant bicycles are designed, engineered and crafted to be your precisely right choice. They're easy to ride, easy to enjoy and easy to differen. Let us help you choose the one that lists your cycling needs.

Shandy's four great new shrimp dinners. They're all just plain delicious. New Shrimp Sn-Fry, Grilled Shrimp, Shandy's Special Recipe Shrimp and Buffalo Shrimp with a hot dipping sauce.

All four are served with your choice of potato or rice and, of course, Shandy's famous All-You-Care-To-Eat Soup, Salad and Fruit Bar. You're shrimply going to love them.

303 Dixie Way South, Roseland
Competitive fields will put Irish runners to test

ND men favored behind their All-American duo

By SEAN SULLIVAN
Sports Writer

"This is going to be one hell of a cross country meet," said Notre Dame head coach Joe Piane.

Today the Notre Dame men's cross country team will host the 37th Annual Notre Dame Invitational at Burke Memorial Golf Course. This is one of the nation's oldest and largest cross country invitational.

The men's race, beginning at 4:45 p.m. should again feature one of the strongest fields in collegiate cross country. The field includes two teams ranked in the top ten, sixth-ranked Notre Dame and eighth-ranked Michigan.

The Irish enter this weekend's race with the momentum of winning their last two competitions. The first was a 24-31 dual meet victory over Georgetown on September 12 and the second was a win in the National Catholic Invitational on September 25.

Returning this week to the Irish lineup is senior Nick Radkewich who finished third for the Irish at the meet last year. Radkewich, who rested last race due to a rigorous racing schedule this summer, should add great depth to the Irish top seven.

The Notre Dame harriers who have had impressive performances in their last two races now face their first true test. Once again Piane feels that it is important for the Irish to run as a team. While Michigan and Eastern Michigan have some exceptional runners, Notre Dame is the only team to beat. With All-Americans Mike McWilliams and John Coyle plus the return of senior Nick Radkewich the Irish have the ability to put on a show of force in this important meet.

Eastern Michigan, currently ranked 22nd and an impressive cast of top ranked NAIA, NCAA Division II and NCAA Division III schools round out the field.

Malone and Hillsdale are the second and third-ranked NAIA schools, Southern Indiana and South Dakota State are top ranked Division II schools and Northern Central College, Augustana of Illinois are the top three Division III schools in the nation.

Outstanding individuals to watch include Division II champion Martin Lyons from the University of Pennsylvania Edinborough and the "Flying Romanian" Sandu Rebecen the Division III champion out of Augustana. Rebecen finished second in last year's race.

"I expect this to be a triangular meet," said Piane. He believes that the race will come down to the three district rivals, Notre Dame, Michigan, and Eastern Michigan battling for the team title.

"This race is a real prelude to the district championships," said Piane. These three schools and Wisconsin make up the top four schools of District 4 of the NCAA. "A good performance here gives us a leg up in the district.

Women's team looks to establish itself against tough competition

By MIKE NORBUT
Sports Writer

The Notre Dame women's cross country team will host the Notre Dame Invitational Friday. Coming off a convincing victory last weekend at the National Catholic Invitational, the Irish will compete against some running powerhouses, including Michigan, Western Ontario, and South Dakota State.

The competition at this meet is a change of pace over last week. Notre Dame placed six finishers in the top seven.

Sophomore Sarah Riley, who was named Midwest Collegiate Conference Player-of-the-Week last week, should pace the Irish again Friday. But senior captains Lisa Gorski and sophomore teammates Stephanie Jensen, Emily Husted, Eva Flood, Becky Affieri, and Kristi Kramer should challenge Riley.

With a team effort, the women are hoping to improve on their personal times by far this year.

MACRI'S PIZZA
& ITALIAN RESTAURANT
Delicious, Homemade Pizza & Pasta
Buy Any 18" Pizza and Get 12"
One Item Pizza FREE
(Valid only with Students I.D. thru 10/16)
FREE Delivery to Campus 11 a.m. - 10 p.m.
271 - 2055

LAW SCHOOL CARAVAN

Monday, October 5
10:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
Monogram Room, JACC
(Enter Gate 2, Then Upstairs)

Representatives From Over 50 Law Schools Nationwide--Information, Brochures

All Students Invited!

Co-sponsored by Career and Placement Services and Pre-Law Society
**Today**

**SPELUNKER**

**CALVIN AND HOBBES**

**CROSSWORD**

**ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE**

**COMING ATTRACTIONS: FRIDAY**

Laugh your heart out at the **RUSSELL SIMMONS COMEDY JAM**

8 p.m. at Stepan.

Admission is $10.00.

**FATHER OF THE BRIDE** is another refresher, showing at 8:00 p.m. and 10:30 p.m.

at Cushing Auditorium.

**CAMPUS**

Friday

7 p.m. Benefit concert for the Catholic Worker House, "Notre Dame Folk Choir." Holy Cross Brothers' Center (across from WNDU-TV). Sponsored by Notre Dame Folk Choir.

Saturday


**MENU**

Saint Mary's

Baked Lasagna

Broiled Flounder

Tarragon Chix Quarters

Get answers to any three clues by touch-tone phone: 1-900-420-5556 (75¢ each minute).

**COMING ATTRACTIONS: SATURDAY**

Relax at the movies after the game!! **FATHER OF THE BRIDE** is held over for your convenience!! Showings at 8:00 p.m. and 10:30 p.m. in Cushing Auditorium.
Sports

Eye in the Sky

British fans know their sports—just not the right ones

Having had the great pleasure of spending the past semester across the big pond, over in the country we beat up on our Independence (England) for all of you non-history majors. I feel it is only my civic duty to relate some of the stranger goings-on in the British sports scene.

Contrary to what you may have heard, they do play football in the United Kingdom, but they got their sports mixed up. What they call football, we call soccer. Anyways, there are many similarities between the American and British forms of the game.

For instance, the match itself is little more than a side show to the fans having a good time, except the fans over there are a little more rabid. English football fans get drunk before games, act loud and obnoxious and insult the opposing fans. Of course, after the game, the British fans get a little more emotional. Supporters of the losing team often start brawls and riots, pulling out their knives and broken bottles to keep the winners from celebrating too much. Then again sometimes the winners brawl and riot to show just how much they love their team.

Then there is the other national game, cricket. If anyone reading this even remotely understands the game then you are way ahead of me. Actually, I do have somewhat of a grasp of the game, it just took an Aussie about four hours (and a pint or two) to explain the game to me.

It’s kind of like baseball, except there are only two bases, but aren’t they called wickets, and there are two people up all the time, at least until nine of the ten players in each case are out, which case there is only one batter, but then that team’s chance to bat is over because there is only one player up.

The pitcher, called the bowler, tries to hit the cricket, which is a pile of sticks, while the batter tries to hit the ball with a two by four. But if he does hit it, and doesn’t want to run, he doesn’t have to.

The real beauty of cricket, though, is the players themselves. By the looks of them, British sports medicine isn’t quite up to par with the rest of the world. Most of the players spend their off-hours in pub and have the general round shape of an over-the-hill pro wrestler.

But British sports on television sums it all up: “are my commentators’ and my great delight on the first weekend, while we were still experiencing NFL with normal, to flip on the dart championship. But before you start getting images of those silly plastic darts, various amusement establishments put up to rob us of more money, think again—these are finely skilled athletes, whose darts are weighted to the milligram.

Inside Sports

Cross-country hosts meet

Lacrosse opens fall season

Saint Mary’s soccer preview

Irish soccer teams doing double duty

Men ready to show MCC strength against Xavier, Dayton

By JASON KELLY

The Notre Dame men’s soccer team is hoping that some of the electricity surrounding the football weekend will spill over onto Alumni Field. They will need the spark as they tangle with Midwestern Collegiate Conference rivals Xavier and Dayton.

Tonight’s game against Xavier will be the first home game for the Irish since September 20 and they are happy back on familiar turf.

“We like playing at Alumni Field,” Notre Dame coach Mike Berticelli said. “It’s always nice to be at home and it will be a great environment this weekend.”

The Irish, 4-3-1 overall and 1-0 in the MCC, have struggled early in the season against some of the nation’s top teams, but that experience should pay off as they head into conference play.

Huskies set to defend their spot atop the polls

(API)—Surely the Washington Huskies will learn that reaching the top is easier than staying there.

Considering they took over the No. 1 ranking last week by doing nothing, the Huskies already have a dilemma—no one team ever falls out of the top 25.

Make that two.

— First, there’s 20th-ranked Southern Cal, the Huskies’ opponent on Saturday in a crucial Pac-10 game.

Then, there’s the winner of the showdown between No. 2 Miami and No. 3 Florida State.

Armed with the knowledge that Miami’s 8-7 victory last week over Arizona dropped the Hurricanes (3-0) to No. 2, the Huskies must realize that just winning probably won’t keep them on top. It will probably take an impressive victory to hold the ranking.

It’s an issue coach Don James won’t address. “Play each game as it it comes and let the polls take care of themselves,” James said.

Meanwhile, Miami is pinning its hopes on quarterback Gino Torretta, who has known both success and failure against the Seminoles (4-0). That, wide receiver James Thomas insists, is a plus.

“Hey knows what to do and what not to do when it comes to this game,” Thomas said.

The Hurricane quarterback was intercepted four times when Miami lost to Florida State in 1989 and twice last year.

But, after after being picked off twice last year, Torretta engineered a pair of fourth-quarter drives that gave Miami a 17-16 victory and eventually a share of national honors with Washington.

In other games Saturday, it will be Iowa (1-3) at No. 4 Michigan (2-0-1), Texas Tech (2-2) at No. 5 Texas A&M (4-0), No. 18 Stanford (3-1) at No. 6 Notre Dame (3-0-1),
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Women face ranked foes

By GEORGE DOHRMANN

Sports Writer

Notre Dame plays host to the Golden Dome Classic this weekend with four nationally-ranked women’s soccer teams vying for action on Alumni Field.

Second-ranked Stanford, 13th-ranked Central Florida, and #14 Wisconsin join the 20th-ranked Irish on the card.

Stanford and Central Florida open the tournament at 2:30. Notre Dame will meet regional powerhouse following that game.

The Badgers earned a trip to the NCAA championship game last year, after finishing 1991 with a 37-2-0 record.

The loss of five starters from last year’s team has greatly affected the Badgers this season. Their record stands at 4-2-1, equaling their loss total from last season.

Five junior starters pace Wisconsin’s attack, but the best player on the team is junior Erica Handley. The forward led the team in scoring in 1991, posting 15 goals.

“Wisconsin is a good team. They have good size, and a number of fine players,” said Irish coach Chris Petrucelli.

This weekend begins a stretch of five consecutive conference games that will be especially important for the Irish to solidify their position in the MCC.

“This is a very big weekend,” Berticelli said. “We have to be ready to play because conference games are the most important for us right now.”

The winner of the MCC regular-season title earns the top seed in the postseason
Finding the Holes
Reggie Brooks and the Notre Dame offense hope to pick apart Stanford's defense, rated second nationally.
**GAME NOTES**

**THE GAME:** Notre Dame (3-0-1) versus Stanford (3-1).

**KICKOFF:** 12:35 p.m. EST.

**TV and RADIO:** NBC (Tom Hammond, Chris Collinsworth and John Dockery) will provide national television coverage. Mutual Radio Network (Tony Roberts, Tom Pagna) will broadcast the game to a national radio audience.

**TICKETS:** Notre Dame Stadium (59,075) is sold out.

**RANKINGS:** Notre Dame: AP 6th, USA Today/CNN 7th. Stanford: AP 18th, USA Today/CNN 19th.

**THE SERIES:** Notre Dame leads the series 6-2. The teams have split the last two games.

**THE LAST TIME:** Notre Dame beat Stanford 42-26 at Stanford Stadium.

**LAST WEEK:** Notre Dame blanked Texas A&M (W 7-10), while Stanford lost to Arizona (W 17-10).

**FYI:** Notre Dame leads the nation in third-down conversions.

**FACEOFF:**

**NOTRE DAME**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>September</th>
<th>Section Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Mike Scrudato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Rolando de Aguiar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>Melissa Cusack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28</td>
<td>Mike Scrudato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>October</td>
<td>Jake Peters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**STANFORD**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>September</th>
<th>Section Staff</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>29</td>
<td>Tony Peters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>Jake Peters</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Melissa Cusack</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>Mike Scrudato</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27</td>
<td>Jake Peters</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**Rising to the Top**

Brooks answers questions at tailback

Reggie Brooks is shown on a scoring run against Michigan. During the run, he refused to go down, escaping five hits by Wolverine defenders and collapsing into the end zone.

This week, Brooks is looking forward to Stanford, and its defense, ranked second nationally. But the tailback is not sure exactly what moves he’ll have to make to elude Ron George and the rest of the Cardinal defense.

"I don’t know what I can exploit, because they’re pretty solid all around," Brooks said. "We’ll just have to go in and execute." In last week’s defeat of Purdue, the Irish offense executed everything except Purdue’s history during a grisly 48-0 suffocation in the sloppy mud of Notre Dame Stadium. With three touchdown runs and the first 200-yard game for any Notre Dame runner in nine seasons, Brooks led the onslaught against the Boilers.

"It’s always good when you are successful, but especially Saturday, when we performed well in such terrible conditions," Brooks said.

**By ROLANDO DE AGUIAR**

Entering the 1992 season, Reggie Brooks was a question mark.

The graduation and departure of Rodney Culver and Reggie’s brother Tony to the NFL left a gaping hole behind Rick Mirer and Jerome Bettis. But with 487 rushing yards through four games, including 20G last Saturday against Purdue, the senior tailback has transformed himself into an exclamation point.

During spring practice, coaches and players alike wondered who would be able to fill that hole in the Irish backfield. But, by the time fall practice had rolled around, coach Lou Holtz was convinced that Brooks was his man.

"Reggie has excellent speed, a lot more strength than you’d think and great balance," Holtz said. "He had never been able to utilize his speed until this year, because he spent a lot of time running laterally. But (running backs) coach (Earle) Mosley helped him transform himself from an east-west runner into a north-south runner."

Brooks has been running north and south for very long distances this season, having broken touchdown runs of 80 and 63 yards versus Purdue and a 72-yarder against Northwestern in the season opener.

Through these runs, Brooks has become the big-play man the Irish have been looking for ever since Raghib "Rocket" Ismail packed his bags and headed north after the 1990 season. But, Brooks doesn’t spend time pondering his big runs of past weeks.

"Hopefully there will be more (long runs) to come," he said. "I don’t think too much about the past because there’s a lot to look forward to."

---

If Brooks hasn’t been able to impress the opposition with his numbers, then they must be impressed by his performances on national television. Perhaps Brooks’ most spectacular run came in the Irish home opener against Michigan, when the senior bounced off of five different members of the Wolverine defense on his way into the end zone, giving Notre Dame a 6-0 lead.

"I don’t recall breaking as many tackles as everyone said I did," he said. "I got bounced around a lot, but basically I just made one spin move, and then I was able to keep my balance."

As Brooks crossed the goal line, he was on the receiving end of a shot from Michigan’s Coleman Wallace. The hit spun him around and dumped him on the end zone grass.

"When I fell in the end zone, I was dazed," Brooks said. "He got a good shot on me at the end."

Despite the questions and attention that arose from that run, Brooks refuses to acknowledge it as a remarkable individual effort. He also denies comparisons to Irv Smith’s touchdown reception in the 1991 season opener, in which the tight end dragged several Indiana Hoosiers into the end zone.

"I didn’t see it as being as spectacular as people were telling me it was," Brooks said. "Even after I saw it on film, it looked a lot simpler to me than people told me it was."

"With Irv there was no other way you could put it, because he dragged four guys twenty yards. His run overshadowed mine completely."

Despite Brooks’ modesty, the senior is being looked upon as another workhorse in the bruising Irish backfield.

His performance in 1992 has answered the questions of his doubters, and put an exclamation point on the Irish backfield.
The defense needed a shot in the arm, and this shutout gave us a confidence boost. Now I think we're on the right track."

-Rick Minter

The Notre Dame defense, led here by Greg Lane (33), converged on the Michigan's Jesse Johnson during the September 12 game.

Come Our Experience
Our Dream Come True
Mon—Fri Open At 6:30 a.m.
Saturday At 7:30 a.m.
Gourmet Coffees & Gourmet Sandwiches

GAME DAY SPECIALS
COLOR T.V.'S
MICHIANA'S BEST COFFEE

"NATURAL FOODS FOR YOUR TAILGATING"
Stanford coach Bill Walsh compared his defense to the Irish's. "They didn't play well offensively against San Jose State. We weren't in sync. We won because they were out and played good defense. That's a problem for Notre Dame's defense, because the Irish's offense has far more dimension then we've seen so far this year."

-Bill Walsh

On one for a touchdown already this year, while Albert has picked off four of his own.

The job of this experienced Ellery Roberts will be to control Rick Mirer and company. The Notre Dame offense received a lift in the last two games with strong offensive efforts by Mirer and the receiving corps as well as Jerome Bettis, Reggie Brooks and Lee Becton.

Walsh views this as a serious threat. "A problem will be that Notre Dame's offense has far more dimension then we've seen so far this year. They have an outstanding option game with Rick and he runs the ball in his hands and gives him the option of pitching to a great back, let's say in this case, if it might be Brooks," said the former 49er coach.

Walsh is also very experienced with six starters returning including a healthy chunk of the offensive line and two other playmakers in the defense.

Although All-American line- man Bob Whitfield left school early, the 1992 offensive line returns senior tackle Steve Stenstrom (6'4", 300), senior guard Chris Dalman (6'4", 290), senior guard Brian Cassidy (6'5", 300), senior tackle Steve Hoyem (6'8", 300), senior center John Hebert (6'5", 250) and the other men should provide ample protection for quarterback Steve Stenstrom. Stenstrom earned the starting role last year and led Stanford to seven straight wins to close out the season last year. So for this season, he has completed 278 passes on 129 attempts and is averaging 12.7 yards per completion.

His favorite targets include sophomores Justin Armour and senior Mike Cook after losing All-Pac 10 receiver Chris Walsh and banker Ron Janish. Armour has 15 receptions this year and is averaging 18.4 yards per reception. Cook, has hauled in 16 catches this year for over 250 total yards.

Another favorite target of Stenstrom's is junior tight end Ryan Wetnight. Stenstrom and Wetnight connect an average of 10 for 10 in PATs and is five for six in field goal attempts.

The focal point of the Cardinal's offensive will be All-American and Heisman Trophy candidate Glyn Milburn. Against San Jose State last week, Milburn, ranked second in the nation in all-purpose yards, accounted for 256 all-purpose yards. He is also a potent kickoff and punt returner with 137 yards on five punts and returning a kickoff 39 yards.

Also in the backfield will be senior J.J. Lasley who is averaging 4.3 yards per carry. Lasley broke open for a 18-yard run against San Jose State, his longest of the year.

Stanford's special team crew will have two two kickoff returns this year. Senior Paul Stonehouse will again hold the punting responsibilities while high school All-American Eric Abrams will return the punts. Abrams has 10 for 10 in PATs and is five for six in field goal attempts.

The Stanford defensive line is healthy chunk of the offensive line and two other playmakers in the defense.

The defense will be led by one of the most talented and experienced pairs of outside linebackers in the country including All-American candidate Ron George, a senior who has also been named to the prelimi- nary list of candidates for the Butkus Award.

Walsh presents a lot of problems because it's hard to pass against him with just one man," said Holtz. "They get better every week offensively," said Holzt. "(Glyn) Milburn is an outstanding back. He can do a lot of things and is prominent in their running game and passing game. They have a big, strong offensive line and a great quarterback in (Steve) Stenstrom. The receivers don't have a lot of speed, but they have heart.

The Stanford Cardinal against Notre Dame Stadium with the second-high- ranked defense in the country.

Dam on Southward OLB 6-3 220 Sr.

Kurt Orlin OL 6-5 220 Sr.

David Grable ILB 6-3 224 Sr.

T.J. Gaynor CB 6-5 270 Sr.

Perry Parker OL 6-4 246 Jr.

Tyler Batson TE 6-6 280 Sr.

Carl Memrie OT 6-6 270 Sr.

Parker Bailey OG 6-4 246 Jr.

Eric Herling ILB 6-6 260 Sr.

Brian Caskelly OG 6-5 300 Sr.

Mike Jerich OT 6-6 270 Jr.

Clark Masters OT 6-6 260 Sr.

Ryan Walters OG 6-5 260 So.

Deron Klafter OT 6-5 270 Sr.

Ken Loncar OT 6-7 285 Sr.

John Hatert NT 6-4 250 So.

Jason Fish NT 6-5 270 Jr.

Scott Trujillo, Jr. NT 6-7 280 Jr.

Ryan Wetnight TE 6-3 220 Sr.

Mike Cook WR 6-4 200 Sr.

Andrew Kiersa WR 6-3 220 Jr.

John Sims OL 6-1 210 Fr.

Aaron M. Gonzalez TE 6-3 230 Sr.

Jeff Bailey TE 6-7 290 Sr.

Alohi Moliga LB 6-1 225 Jr.

Joe Dobbs LB 6-1 225 Jr.

Ike Wood WR 6-4 200 Sr.

Ryan Wettengel TE 6-3 220 Sr.

Jared N. Kay DE 6-2 275 Jr.

Jason White DE 6-3 280 Jr.
When the Irish have the ball

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Player</th>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Height</th>
<th>Weight</th>
<th>Year</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reggie Brooks</td>
<td>FB</td>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>240</td>
<td>JR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jerome Bettis</td>
<td>FB</td>
<td>6-11</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>Fr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Lahev</td>
<td>CB</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tim Klusas</td>
<td>MB</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>Fr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shawn Wooden</td>
<td>FL</td>
<td>5-10</td>
<td>198</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matt Johnson</td>
<td>HB</td>
<td>5-11</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>Fr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jeff Brown</td>
<td>LB</td>
<td>5-11</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>Fr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alton McDonald</td>
<td>WR</td>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>254</td>
<td>Fr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mike McGlinn</td>
<td>OL</td>
<td>6-6</td>
<td>297</td>
<td>Sr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dave Grable</td>
<td>OL</td>
<td>6-2</td>
<td>225</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chip Parenti</td>
<td>QB</td>
<td>5-11</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>Jr.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richard Phillips</td>
<td>ILB</td>
<td>6-1</td>
<td>202</td>
<td>Fr.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The game's final play reflected the fatefully frustrating afternoon for the Irish. With six seconds left, the last chance to end the Stanford run turned out to be the second, as Paul Oplutis executed to near safety. The bright sun, combined with the 30 mile-per-hour gusting winds, played a part in three fumbles on Notre Dame punt-returns that resulted in 14 points for Stanford.

Despite the disappointing absence of their starting flanker, Irish fans could foresee little to worry about; it would take an epic effort to stop Notre Dame from extending their home win streak to 19.

Actually, the Rocket's replacements suffered a fatal disease-known as fumbleitis. The bright sun, combined with the 30 mile-per-hour gusting winds, played a part in three fumbles on Notre Dame punt-returns that resulted in 14 points for Stanford.

However, that afternoon turned out to be the second, as Stanford scored on punt returns, 19-31, on another Vardell touchdown in the fourth quarter.

Last year, an inspired Notre Dame squad knew better than to hold its breathing. But the Irish defense-tried with Brown's outstretched fingertips for an incomplete.

"I don't know if I've ever been in that day. The three turnovers on punt returns were absolutely disastrous.

Off to an early 7-0 lead in the first quarter, the Irish defense stopped the Cardinal and prepared to get the ball back. Ricky Watters booted the first of two punts on the game, as the ball sailed and hit the face mask, bouncing into the arms of Stanford's Tommy Vardell at the nine-yard line.

On the next play, Cardinal tailback Glenn Smith ran 19 yards into the end zone to tie the score at 7-7.

On a punt late in the third quarter, Holtz decided to drop back two returners, Watters and sophomore Adrian Jarrell. Paul Sommerville's punt hovered halfway between the two, as Jarrell circled under the ball at midfield and fell to his knees off his hands and fall into enemy hands.

Four plays later, the fullback Vardell scored the third of his four touchdowns on the day, trimming Notre Dame's lead to 25-29 with 17 seconds left with a quarter of tantalizing football ahead.

Stanford coach Dennis Green, a disciple of former San Francisco 49er and present Cardinal head coach Bill Walsh, designed an offense with many screens and short pass plays which quarterback Jason Fisk executed to near perfection. Teammg up with six-foot-six, 265-pound Palmi, Palmi had completed 26 of 34 for 236 yards against an outslized, sagging and confused Irish secondary.

At that point, Lou Holtz's Irish had given up more than 35 points in only one game, when the Irish lost to the Stanford Cardinal, 36-31, on another Vardell touchdown in the fourth quarter.

The Irish squad knew better than to hold its breathing. But the Irish defense-tried with Brown's outstretched fingertips for an incomplete.

"I don't know if I've ever been in that day. The three turnovers on punt returns were absolutely disastrous.

Off to an early 7-0 lead in the first quarter, the Irish defense stopped the Cardinal and prepared to get the ball back. Ricky Watters booted the first of two punts on the game, as the ball sailed and hit the face mask, bouncing into the arms of Stanford's Tommy Vardell at the nine-yard line.

On the next play, Cardinal tailback Glenn Smith ran 19 yards into the end zone to tie the score at 7-7.

On a punt late in the third quarter, Holtz decided to drop back two returners, Watters and sophomore Adrian Jarrell. Paul Sommerville's punt hovered halfway between the two, as Jarrell circled under the ball at midfield and fell to his knees off his hands and fall into enemy hands.

Four plays later, the fullback Vardell scored the third of his four touchdowns on the day, trimming Notre Dame's lead to 25-29 with 17 seconds left with a quarter of tantalizing football ahead.

Stanford coach Dennis Green, a disciple of former San Francisco 49er and present Cardinal head coach Bill Walsh, designed an offense with many screens and short pass plays which quarterback Jason Fisk executed to near perfection. Teammg up with six-foot-six, 265-pound Palmi, Palmi had completed 26 of 34 for 236 yards against an outslized, sagging and confused Irish secondary.

At that point, Lou Holtz's Irish had given up more than 35 points in only one game, when the Irish lost to the Stanford Cardinal, 36-31, on another Vardell touchdown in the fourth quarter.

The Irish squad knew better than to hold its breathing. But the Irish defense-tried with Brown's outstretched fingertips for an incomplete.
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Stanford’s Abrams adjusts to eleven-man college football

By ED DONOVAN
Stanford Daily Sports Writer

Editor’s Note: The Stanford Daily is the student newspaper of Stanford University.

For freshman placekicker Eric Abrams, the world both at practice and in games is one of relative isolation. Only on the field for a few seconds at a time, his position requires a concentration and precision that can influence the outcome of a game dramatically.

Abrams grew up playing soccer and kickedback football. His coaches saw that he had an exceptional range and consistency that is hard to find even in the collegiate ranks. As he grew older, his kicks to the team. When it came time to make the choice, UCLA was the only hitch in his decision to attend Stanford.

“AT UCLA, you get more privileges as a player than you do here,” he said. “Plus I would have played closer to home.” Abrams made the decision to go to Stanford largely because of its academic reputation.

When this season began, Abrams was the backup behind junior Aaron Mills. After the team’s first game against Texas A&M, in which Mills missed his lone field goal attempt, Abrams stepped in front of the Stanford Stadium crowd of 43,626 for the Oregon game, he was understandably nervous. Kicking from the right hash mark, Abrams nailed a 29-yard field goal to put Stanford ahead, 3-0, with 4:38 remaining in the first quarter.

“In my mind, there’s no such thing as a chip shot. That first field goal was real important to me,” Abrams said. “After that, I was as relaxed as could be.” He finished the game with eight points; two field goals and two extra points.

He appears to have the confidence that is so crucial for a placekicker. He articulates the philosophy of his craft with cold succinctness. “When you’re kicking you’re out there by yourself,” he said, “it’s 100 percent mental. If you don’t miss in practice, you shouldn’t miss in the games.”

This is not to say that Abrams is perfect. The misses will inevitably come, as one did against Northwestern two weeks ago. He missed a 50-yarder on a play where the field goal unit was clearly rushed because of indecision over whether the offense should try for a first down.

“I wasn’t exactly set,” Abrams said, “The clock was running down and I looked at it and got kind of unsettled.”

Even a missed field goal couldn’t ruin the day, however, and the Cardinal won by a 35-24 count. After the game, Abrams walked out of the stadium with his parents, signed a couple of autographs and looked forward to his next chance to split the uprights in front of the Stanford crowd.

KEEP YOUR EYES ON...

STEVE STENSTROM
Ronen George
GLYN MILBURN
ESTEVAN AVILA
RYAN WETNIGHT

The junior quarterback is ranked second in the Pac-10 in passing efficiency and third in total offense. He has thrown 19 career touchdown passes including four already this year.

Senior outside linebacker has emerged as an All-American candidate. George leads Stanford and in among the best in the Pac-10 in sacks with seven and tackles for loss with 12.

Senior halfback is also an All-American as well as Heisman candidate. Milburn has rushed for 385 total yards in the first four games of the season.

Senior defensive tackle has had an All-Pac 10 season so far this year. Avila is second on the team with four quarterback sacks and five tackles for a loss.

Senior tight end is a quality player with excellent pass catching ability. Usually converts his average three receptions a game into first downs.

NEW EXTENDED HOURS
M-Wed -11:00am -1:00am
Thur -11:00am - 2:00am
Fri-Sat -11:00am - 4:00am
Sun-Noon - 1:00am
Griggs blocks out past

Overcomes preseason injury to contribute

By MIKE SCRUDATO
Sports Editor

Last week the Notre Dame offense ran wild over Purdue, gaining 458 yards rushing. This included four touchdown runs of 20 yards or longer, but the Irish backfield was not the sole reason for Notre Dame's best rushing day since 1974.

"The receivers have been playing outstanding football," Irish coach Lou Holtz said. "They have been extremely unselfish. Their blocking effort since 1974.
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The senior from University Park, Ill., however, does not mind, as long as he is contributing.

"We (the receivers) always talk about finding a way to contribute. You don't always have a chance to do it catching the football," Griggs explained. "On Saturday, because of the rain we weren't effective with the pass, but we were able to have an effect with our blocking. When Reggie, Jerome or anyone scores, to contribute to it feels good."

Griggs shares time at flanker with Adrian Jarrell, who started two games while Griggs nursed a sprained ankle earlier this season. The two are good friends both on and off the field, something they both use to their advantage.

"We're always pushing each other to work harder," Griggs said. "We each want to see the other do their best."

"When either one of us is in the box score. The senior from University Park, Ill., however, does not mind, as long as he is contributing.
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the primary part in the receivers' effort.

Though his blocking was commended by ESPN's Lee Corso on Saturday, the "little things" Griggs does to help the Irish offense usually do not get mentioned by most or appear in the box score.
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1989 1:16 69 3.3 7 0 0 3 1
1990 1:21 2 39 0 0 4 4
1991 1:23 5 33 0 3 0 7
1992 1:22 4 3 2 3 5 3 9
Total 33:13 13 236 1.1 4 4
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"I worked hard and I think I did a good job down there," Griggs said of his first week back. This hard work paid off. After a cameo appearance against Michigan, Griggs was back with the first-team offense the following week.

"I wasn't expecting it, but we have a motto: you practice how you play. And I had a good week of practice. Griggs made an impact immediately, catching three passes for 78 yards and a touchdown against the Spartans. Now that he has overcome the injury and is contributing weekly, Griggs feels that he is where he wants to be in the Notre Dame offensive scheme.

"After the ankle injury, I thought I might never get the chance to get back out there," Griggs said. "I'm glad that I got that chance. It's gratifying to be in the role I want to be in."
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"After the ankle injury, I thought I might never get the chance to get back out there," Griggs said. "I'm glad that I got that chance. It's gratifying to be in the role I want to be in."
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"I think Rick is as fine an athlete as
has played that position. He has the
poise of Joe Montana, at this stage of his
life. He is an outstanding runner, very
quick, a great open-field speed. He has a
great arm, a lot of poise. Each time he
plays, he gets a little bit better. Would he
have gone early in the NFL draft?
would think he would have been the
number-one pick, because he would
warrant that.

Walsh doesn't hold back about his
expectations for Notre Dame.

"(Holtz's) program is on the cutting
dge of college football," he said, adding
that as an analyst for NBC, "no one was
more positive about Notre Dame than I
was. We (Dick Longbch and Walsh) were
very impressed with Notre Dame."

Tomorrow's games will be a study in
contrasts, with Walsh matched by Holtz
on the opposing sidelines, men
men who have much in common, down to
their profession. Walsh, the Californian
who practically invented the ball-control
passing game, is a 6-foot-2, 190-pound
quarterback who never

Given their experience of
working together, and all those kind of
things we would like to think
football stands for educationally.

So far, Stanford has seemed to be the
perfect match for Bill Walsh, and at least
in the short term, he has proved to be a
hit with the Cardinal, bringing in an
heir apparent and a group of young
teachers that Walsh is looking
for Stanford's future. If his record with
a college team matches his record with
pro teams, he will go down in

There are still some areas I suffer in,
"he said. "I almost unconsciously expect
what people will think. I think Walsh, like that, and then come around soon after (other college coaches). Basically his
wisdom relating to it, so we exchanged
a couple of things," said Walsh.

"Lou Holtz is one of those few college
coaches in reality, that you can watch
the game as the progress. Lou really
manages the game well.

Walsh echoes Walsh's admiration.

"I have a lot of respect for him," Holtz
said. "I think Bill Walsh has done an
excellent job with this football team. It's
on the rise."

Walsh's first game back on the sidelines
wasn't a smooth one, as the
Cardinal fell to currently fifth-ranked
Texas A&M, 10-7. Stanford, though, has
been on the rise since then, and is now
ranked at number 18. Walsh has had to
make some adjustments, as far as dealing
with the players and worrying about the
adversaries, but he seems to be doing fine.
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